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Doing the Canes shuffle: Why Rod Brind’Amour changed the ‘bad movie’ he was watching  

By Chip Alexander 

Rod Brind’Amour has a touch of gray hair just above his 
forehead, and more than when he first became head coach 
of the Carolina Hurricanes. 

Asked recently how he has changed as coach since 2018, 
Brind’Amour, with a hint of a smile, mentioned the wrinkles 
and the stress that comes with the job. 

Told he was the Jack Adams Award winner last season as 
NHL coach of the year, Brind’Amour said, “I’d forgotten about 
that. That was nice, actually.” 

A big part of Brind’Amour’s job as coach is much the same 
as when he played — figuring out, in games and on the fly, 
what’s working and what’s not and making the right decisions 
on both. Good coaches usually make good decisions. 

“Sometimes, you can’t keep watching the same bad movie,” 
Brind’Amour said Monday. 

Case in point: the Canes’ 3-2 road win Saturday over the 
Nashville Predators. 

The Canes didn’t generate much offense in the second 
period, which ended with the teams tied 1-1. Other than 
allowing a Jesper Fast goal in the first period, Preds goalie 
Juuse Saros was rock solid in net and the Preds spending a 
lot of time in the Canes’ zone. 

So Brind’Amour, as he put it, “Shuffled the deck.” 

Brind’Amour broke up Sebastian Aho’s line, moving Martin 
Necas on to Vincent Troceck’s line and Jesperi Kotkaniemi 
to Derek Stepan’s line. Teuvo Teravainen left the Trocheck 
line to join Aho, and Brind’Amour also shifted Jordan 
Martinook off Stepan’s line to Aho’s line. 

“When I see us not playing the game the way we need to 
play it, I’ve got to do something as a coach, whether it works 
or not,” Brind’Amour said Monday. “Just a little jump start for 
the group.” 

The Trocheck line delivered in the third. Trocheck won a 
faceoff in the defensive zone to defenseman Brett Pesce, 
who flipped the puck high and toward the neutral zone. 
When the Preds’ Alexandre Carrier fumbled the puck, Necas 
grabbed it in transition and made a perfect setup pass to 

Andrei Svechnikov for the score and lead with six minutes 
left in regulation. 

Teravainen would later score an empty-net goal for a 3-1 
lead -- Pesce again with the assist. 

Martinook started the game on the fourth line, which gave 
Brind’Amour consistent shifts. By the third, the winger was 
playing with Aho and Teravainen. 

“To get some energy, a little more pace,” Brind’Amour said. 
“Just a different look for them.” 

Aho and Teravainen have often played together. Adding 
Martinook was a new element, displaying Martinook’s 
versatility and the trust Brind’Amour has in him. 

“I thought we played a pretty solid third period,” Aho said 
Monday. “We had some good chances. ‘Marty’ works a lot, 
goes to the net, checks hard, just makes your job a little 
easier. You get a lot of loose pucks here and there you can 
pick up and it’s on me and ‘Turbo’ to make some plays 
there.” 

At Monday’s practice, Martinook was back on Stepan’s line. 
Necas and Svechnikov were on Trocheck’s line. Jordan 
Staal’s line, with Fast and Nino Niederreiter on the wings, 
was unchanged, just as it was during Saturday’s game. 

“They make it easy for me,” said Fast, who has two goals in 
the first two games. “They’re hard on the puck and strong.” 

Brind’Amour gave Aho’s line a new twist Monday: 
Teravainen and Kotkaniemi on the wings, the three Finns 
together. But Brind’Amour quickly noted the Canes don’t play 
until Thursday in Montreal against the Canadiens. 

Translation: Don’t read too much into it, which is a common 
Brind’Amour refrain. 

“We’re still bouncing things around a little bit,” he said. 
“That’s the good part about having a good team, not worrying 
so much about matchups and getting guys caught out 
against other players. You can kind of afford to play anybody 
against anyone. That’s when you have a good team, so 
we’re definitely getting there.” 
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No Panic Necessary: Hurricanes Utilize New Line Combinations at Practice 

by Walt Ruff  

RALEIGH, NC - We knew this day was coming, it was just a 
matter of when. 

While today's shakeup was noteworthy, it's not 
earthshattering, nor a cause for concern. Rod Brind'Amour 
has said from the onset of training camp that all his line 
combinations that he's rolled out so far have come in an 
attempt to see what's going to work and what won't. 

Most teams that have two wins in two games would feel as if 
what they're trying to execute is working, especially when the 
team tallies nine goals in those two games. However, as 
seen during the third period of Saturday night's victory, the 
head coach wasn't satisfied with what he was getting from 
his group, thus shifting personnel around. Jordan Martinook 
was skating with Sebastian Aho for a bit and in a late-game 
situation Aho was then with Jordan Staal and Jesper Fast.  

Those are just two examples of how some of the parts were 
moved and at Monday's practice the combinations were the 
following: 

Teravainen - Aho - Kotkaniemi 
Svechnikov - Trocheck - Necas 
Niederreiter - Staal - Fast 
Martinook - Stepan - Lorentz/Jarvis 

"It's a good thing when you know you [as a team] can still get 
better and still win some games," Aho said following the 
group's session at Wake Competition Center. "We just try 
and get a little bit better every day. Obviously, we got two 
wins, which is a good thing, but we know we can play better." 

While it remained business as it has been for the "bottom 
half" of the forwards, the denotation surrounding "bottom 
half" is necessary because at some point those too will be 
split up. As elaborated upon many times already thus far this 
season, those listed as the third and fourth lines are not 
pigeonholed to those roles, nor is it a reflection of them and 
where they stand as players. Sometimes Andrei Svechnikov 
will be listed on the lineup graphic as the third line. That's 
just a testament to the fact that all three are interchangeable 
in order. 

"I think we're confident with any line that goes out there, they 
can do the job against anybody," Martinook remarked 
Saturday regarding the options. "Look at our line, Stepan has 

been around a long time and played big minutes for a lot of 
years. I relish the opportunity to play against the team's best 
players and Stevie [Steven Lorentz] just goes with the flow, 
does everything right and is a good compliment to us. The 
other three lines, you can pick your poison. It's kind of 1A, 
1B, 1C and then 1D". 

If Jesper Fast continues to score a goal per game (which, of 
course is not attainable for all 82, but for the short-term 
future), he could very well be slotted alongside Aho and/or 
Svechnikov soon. Nino Niederreiter, for those who need a 
reminder, returned to his 20-goal scorer status last year, 
even despite the shortened schedule. He's accomplished 
that feat in over half of his years played in the league and he 
plays an imperative part on the team's power play, so for him 
to eventually being playing alongside Aho and/or Svechnikov 
either wouldn't be shocking either. 

"That's part of having a good team and not worrying so much 
about matchups or getting guys getting caught out against 
certain players," Brind'Amour said of his available different 
recipes up front. "When you can afford to play anybody 
against anyone, that's when you have a good team. We're 
definitely getting there." 

How many times over the last few years have we seen the 
Svechnikov - Aho - Teravainen trio together? That feels 
inevitable at some point over the next 80 games as well. 

Another point being is that so often on teams lines are 
tabbed as a "skill line" or a "checking line". That doesn't 
seem to be the case with this group. While players have 
different strengths, the objective, no matter the supporting 
cast, remains the same from player-to-player. 
"That's what good teams do when they're deep," Fast said of 
the topic. "Everyone plays the same way. We're well 
coached by Rod and we know what to expect from each 
other." 

Brind'Amour did make note to say that today's combinations 
may not remain the same this entire week and asked media 
to revisit Wednesday if there were further questions, but for 
now, the message is, don't get caught in overanalyzing of 
today's shuffling. 
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NHL Power Rankings: Early season reactions (and overreactions) 

By Adam Gretz  

In this week’s edition of the NHL Power Rankings we take a 
look at some early season reactions (and overreactions, if 
the case may be) to the first week of play around the league. 

Buffalo and Columbus are undefeated. Montreal and Vegas 
are winless. Pittsburgh keeps winning without its superstars. 
The Islanders forgot how to defend. Some of these things will 
continue. Some will not. We take a look at all of that and 
more. 

Where does your team land in this week’s NHL Power 
Rankings? 

To this week’s NHL Power Rankings! 

1. Carolina Hurricanes (Last week: 4). If Frederik Andersen 
(and/or Antti Raanta) rebounds this team is going to be 
awfully difficult to beat. Andrei Svechnikov also looks like the 
breakout season is going to arrive. 

2. Florida Panthers (LW: 6). Two impressive wins to open the 
season, rallying late against Pittsburgh and then crushing the 
Islanders. A lot to prove for this team this season with real 
expectations for the first time … ever? 

3. Pittsburgh Penguins (LW: 12). No Sidney Crosby? No 
Evgeni Malkin? No problem here. The Penguins got five out 
of six points in a tough stretch to open the season, scoring 
15 goals in the process. 

4. Colorado Avalanche (LW: 1). No Nathan MacKinnon to 
start the season and then losing Gabriel Landeskog to a 
suspension is a tough way to begin. 

5. Tampa Bay Lightning (LW: 2). Little bit of a sloppy start to 
the season early on, but they still managed to win two of the 
three games. When you spend two seasons playing Stanley 
Cup Final games it can sometimes be tough to find that 
same motivation early in the season. 

6. Boston Bruins (LW: 7). They paid big money for Linus 
Ullmark this offseason, but what if Jeremy Swayman ends up 
taking the job and is better? He might! 

7. Minnesota Wild (LW: 9). They have a lot to build on after 
last season. They did what they are supposed to do in the 
first two games: Beat a couple of rebuilding teams. 

8. Toronto Maple Leafs (LW: 8). They haven’t impressed or 
disappointed so far. Just pretty much done what they are 
supposed to do. Great start for the perpetually 
underappreciated William Nylander though. 

9. St. Louis Blues (LW: 10). David Perron had two goals in 
their impressive season opening win against Colorado. He 

has been tremendous during his most recent tour through St. 
Louis. 

10. Washington Capitals (LW: 11). The two big questions 
here are goaltending and Evgeny Kuznetsov bouncing back. 
Through two games Vitek Vanecek has a .938 save 
percentage and Kuznetsov has three assists already. Good 
signs. 

11. Vegas Golden Knights (LW: 3). They needed a 
controversial call to beat Seattle and then got crushed by LA. 
Early season injuries to Mark Stone and Max Pacioretty are 
not helping things. 

12. New York Islanders (LW: 5). Their 13-game(!) season 
opening road trip is off to an uninspiring start having allowed 
11 goals in two losses. Not too worried about that continuing. 

13. Edmonton Oilers (LW: 17). Connor McDavid and Leon 
Draisaitl are putting up numbers, which is no surprise. They 
have to love the development of Jesse Puljujärvi, who 
continues to build a nice career for himself. 

14. Dallas Stars (LW: 13). Slow start for Tyler Seguin and 
Alexander Radulov in their returns this season. Their 
presence should be the source of optimism. 

15. Seattle Kraken (LW: 19). Solid start with three out of a 
possible six points. It probably should have been at least four 
points if they could have gotten a call late in that Vegas 
game. 

16. New York Rangers (LW: 16). Adam Fox will win another 
Norris Trophy in his career. What a player. 

17. Philadelphia Flyers (LW: 15). Four goals against in the 
season opener is probably not what the Flyers wanted to see 
from Carter Hart. Having to face 39 shots is probably not 
what Carter Hart wanted to see, either. 

18. Los Angeles Kings (LW: 24). A monster year from Anze 
Kopitar will really help this team take a big step this season. 
He already has seven points in two games. 

19. New Jersey Devils (LW: 22). Jack Hughes and Dougie 
Hamilton will make this team worth watching. 

20. Calgary Flames (LW: 18). A week ago we wrote that they 
are not contenders and not rebuilding, just existing in a state 
of perpetual mediocrity. It still seems like a fitting entry for 
this team. 

21. Ottawa Senators (LW: 26). Filip Gustavsson and Anton 
Forsberg have given them .937 goaltending through three 
games. Not surprising that it has resulted in two wins. 
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Gustavsson is the intriguing one here. He, and not Matt 
Murray, is the future of this position here. 

22. Detroit Red Wings (LW: 27). All aboard the Moritz Seider 
Calder Trophy bandwagon. Buy your tickets now. 

23. Columbus Blue Jackets (LW: 30). Great starts for a lot of 
important players here, especially starting goalie Elvis 
Merzlikins. But the competition is going to get a lot tougher 
than Arizona and Seattle. 

24. Buffalo Sabres (LW: 32). Not sure how many more times 
this season they will win back-to-back games, but a nice 
surprising start for a team that needs something positive. 

25. Vancouver Canucks (LW: 23). J.T. Miller is an 
outstanding player that does not get enough credit for how 
good he is. Already four points in three games for him. 

26. San Jose Sharks (LW: 28). This still seems like a bleak 
situation with the contracts, aging core, and goalie questions. 

27. Winnipeg Jets (LW: 14). Do not get used to see them this 
low. Bad start. It happens. But losing back-to-back games 
against San Jose and Anaheim is not what you want to see. 

28. Anaheim Ducks (LW: 29). The good news: Mason 
McTavish, Trevor Zegras, and Jamie Drysdale might be real 
building blocks here. Star potential with all of them. The 
Ducks need that. Very desperately. 

29. Nashville Predators (LW: 25) Juuse Saros has been 
pretty solid so far and the team is still 0-2. That is not a good 
sign. 

30. Arizona Coyotes (LW: 31). Brutal start for Carter Hutton 
to allow eight goals in the season opener. Good start for 
Karel Vejmelka to stop 32 out of 33 shots in his NHL debut. 

31. Montreal Canadiens (LW: 21): This was always going to 
be a tough season after the excitement of last year’s Stanley 
Cup Final run, and this was about as frustrating of a start as 
they could have had. 

32. Chicago Blackhawks (LW: 20) Not a very good team that 
is never ready to play. They have allowed a goal in the first 
five minutes of all three games this season, including goals 
in the first 20 seconds of each of the past two games. By the 
10-minute mark of each game this season they have trailed 
3-0, 1-0, and 3-0 respectively. Just terrible. 
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Let’s stick it to breast cancer 

When the Chicago Wolves host the Milwaukee Admirals at 7 
p.m. Saturday, the Wolves encourage all fans to wear pink to 
Allstate Arena as part of Breast Cancer Awareness Night. 
Everyone can visit here to download an “I Fight For” sign and 
show the world who you’re fighting for. 

But Saturday is not just an occasion for fans to dress in pink 
and show support: It’s an opportunity to save a life. Wolves 
fans can honor their favorite breast cancer survivor by 
donating $175 for a unique Breast Cancer stick — and they 
can choose the Wolves player who’ll use that stick Saturday 
night. Before the game, the Wolves player writes the 
survivor’s name on the stick. After the game, the player 
autographs the stick and prepares a special video greeting 
that will be delivered with the stick to the donor. 

Why $175 per stick? That’s the cost of a mammogram for 
someone who can’t afford one. Proceeds go to Chicago 
Wolves Charities (driven by Kia) and A Silver Lining 
Foundation, the Chicago-based charity founded by Dr. 
Sandy Goldberg in 2006 when she discovered during her 
own breast cancer fight that too many women (and men) did 
not have access to the same health care as her. For more 
than 10 years, generous Wolves fans and A Silver Lining 
Foundation have transformed Breast Cancer Awareness 
Night into a life-saver for Chicagoans. 

“About a month after Breast Cancer Awareness Night each 
year, I’ll get a voicemail from Dr. Sandy telling me just how 
many people will get to receive a free mammogram thanks to 
the money donated by our fans,” said Wolves president of 
operations Courtney Mahoney. “It is just so amazing to 
realize how much good this does for people in our 
community. I have saved every one of her messages and I’ll 
never not get chills when I go back and listen to them.” 

Emmy Award-winning ABC 7 Chicago reporter Roz Varon, a 
two-time breast cancer survivor, will be honored before the 
game as she performs the honorary puck drop. 

GOING BACK-TO-BACK WITH MILWAUKEE 

Wolves head coach Ryan Warsofsky has a full week to 
prepare his squad for back-to-back games with the 
Milwaukee Admirals — Friday at Panther Arena and 
Saturday at Allstate Arena. 

Warsofsky was encouraged by the Wolves’ fast start 
Saturday against Rockford as his team owned a 16-2 shot 
advantage after the scoreless first period and built a 2-0 lead 
six minutes into the second period — but the IceHogs rallied 
to take a 5-3 win. That did not sit well with Warsofsky. 

“We’ve got to work harder,” he said. “It’s that simple. We’ll 
find out who’s going to show up Monday ready to practice. 
We’ve got to focus on us and how we have to play for 60 
minutes. Not 18. Not 26. Not 32. Sixty minutes. And it’s got 
to be shift after shift. And we’re going to start Monday and 
learn how to do that.” 

PAPA JOHN’S FAMILY SUNDAYS 

Looking for a great opportunity to bring the family out to a 
Wolves game? Papa John’s Family Sundays are the answer! 
The Wolves host 11 Sunday afternoon games this season — 
and each one will feature several great pregame activities. 
As a bonus, the 3 p.m. start times allow families to stay for 
the whole game yet return home early enough to prepare for 
the week ahead. 

Learn more about the Wolves’ entire 2021-22 promotional 
schedule here. 

TOP LINE 

C.J. SMITH 

Fun fact: Des Moines native C.J. Smith is the only Iowan to 
score an NHL goal. Bonus fun fact: Smith became the first 
Wolves player to score a goal this season as he whistled 
home a power-play goal 18 seconds into the second period 
of Saturday’s opener to stake the Wolves to a 1-0 lead over 
Rockford at Allstate Arena. 

ANDREW POTURALSKI 

For the first time since 2017-18, the Wolves have a captain 
— and it’s this high-scoring 27-year-old center from 
Williamsville, New York. Not only does head coach Ryan 
Warsofsky like Poturalski’s leadership, he likes his 
production. Poturalski led the AHL in scoring last year and 
started quickly with an assist Saturday night. 

RYAN SUZUKI 

The Carolina Hurricanes’ 2019 first-round draft pick played 
all of last season for the Wolves as a teenager. The 20-year-
old remains one of the AHL’s youngest players this year, but 
he’s off to a fast start as he knocked in a short-handed goal 
to give the Wolves a 2-0 lead during the second period of 
Saturday’s opener against Rockford. 

REWIND (0-1-0-0) 

SATURDAY, OCT. 16: ROCKFORD 5, (at) CHICAGO 3 

 The Wolves seized a 2-0 lead in the second period 
at Allstate Arena, but the IceHogs answered with 
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four consecutive goals to ruin Chicago’s 28th 
season opener. 

 Forward C.J. Smith delivered a power-play goal, 
center Ryan Suzuki contributed a short-handed goal 

and defenseman Eric Gelinas added a power-play 
tally to pull the Wolves within 4-3 late. 

 Goaltender Alex Lyon stopped 17 of 21 shots. 

 

 

   

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article255092977.html#storylink=mainstage_lead 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/no-panic-necessary-hurricanes-utilize-new-line-combinations-at-practice-monday/c-326973438 
https://nhl.nbcsports.com/2021/10/18/nhl-power-rankings-early-season-reactions-and-overreactions/ 

https://www.chicagowolves.com/2021/10/18/lets-stick-it-to-breast-cancer/  
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Doing the Canes shuffle: Why Rod Brind’Amour changed the ‘bad movie’ 
he was watching 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER UPDATED OCTOBER 18, 2021 3:05 PM 

 

Rod Brind’Amour has a touch of gray hair just above his forehead, and 
more than when he first became head coach of the Carolina Hurricanes. 

Asked recently how he has changed as coach since 2018, Brind’Amour, 
with a hint of a smile, mentioned the wrinkles and the stress that comes 
with the job. 

Told he was the Jack Adams Award winner last season as NHL coach of 
the year, Brind’Amour said, “I’d forgotten about that. That was nice, 
actually.” 

A big part of Brind’Amour’s job as coach is much the same as when he 
played — figuring out, in games and on the fly, what’s working and 
what’s not and making the right decisions on both. Good coaches usually 
make good decisions. 

“Sometimes, you can’t keep watching the same bad movie,” Brind’Amour 
said Monday. 

Case in point: the Canes’ 3-2 road win Saturday over the Nashville 
Predators. 

The Canes didn’t generate much offense in the second period, which 
ended with the teams tied 1-1. Other than allowing a Jesper Fast goal in 
the first period, Preds goalie Juuse Saros was rock solid in net and the 
Preds spending a lot of time in the Canes’ zone. 

So Brind’Amour, as he put it, “Shuffled the deck.” 

Brind’Amour broke up Sebastian Aho’s line, moving Martin Necas on to 
Vincent Troceck’s line and Jesperi Kotkaniemi to Derek Stepan’s line. 
Teuvo Teravainen left the Trocheck line to join Aho, and Brind’Amour 
also shifted Jordan Martinook off Stepan’s line to Aho’s line. 

“When I see us not playing the game the way we need to play it, I’ve got 
to do something as a coach, whether it works or not,” Brind’Amour said 
Monday. “Just a little jump start for the group.” 

The Trocheck line delivered in the third. Trocheck won a faceoff in the 
defensive zone to defenseman Brett Pesce, who flipped the puck high 
and toward the neutral zone. When the Preds’ Alexandre Carrier fumbled 
the puck, Necas grabbed it in transition and made a perfect setup pass to 
Andrei Svechnikov for the score and lead with six minutes left in 
regulation. 

Teravainen would later score an empty-net goal for a 3-1 lead -- Pesce 
again with the assist. 

Martinook started the game on the fourth line, which gave Brind’Amour 
consistent shifts. By the third, the winger was playing with Aho and 
Teravainen. 

“To get some energy, a little more pace,” Brind’Amour said. “Just a 
different look for them.” 

Aho and Teravainen have often played together. Adding Martinook was a 
new element, displaying Martinook’s versatility and the trust Brind’Amour 
has in him. 

“I thought we played a pretty solid third period,” Aho said Monday. “We 
had some good chances. ‘Marty’ works a lot, goes to the net, checks 
hard, just makes your job a little easier. You get a lot of loose pucks here 
and there you can pick up and it’s on me and ‘Turbo’ to make some plays 
there.” 

At Monday’s practice, Martinook was back on Stepan’s line. Necas and 
Svechnikov were on Trocheck’s line. Jordan Staal’s line, with Fast and 
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Nino Niederreiter on the wings, was unchanged, just as it was during 
Saturday’s game. 

“They make it easy for me,” said Fast, who has two goals in the first two 
games. “They’re hard on the puck and strong.” 

Brind’Amour gave Aho’s line a new twist Monday: Teravainen and 
Kotkaniemi on the wings, the three Finns together. But Brind’Amour 
quickly noted the Canes don’t play until Thursday in Montreal against the 
Canadiens. 

Translation: Don’t read too much into it, which is a common Brind’Amour 
refrain. 

“We’re still bouncing things around a little bit,” he said. “That’s the good 
part about having a good team, not worrying so much about matchups 
and getting guys caught out against other players. You can kind of afford 
to play anybody against anyone. That’s when you have a good team, so 
we’re definitely getting there.” 

News Observer LOADED: 10.19.2021 
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Adam Brooks could make his Canadiens debut Tuesday night 

 

Stu Cowan  •  Publishing date:Oct 18, 2021  •  7 hours ago  •  4 minute 
read  •    

 

Adam Brooks looked a bit nervous when he stepped up on the stage to 
take questions from the Montreal media for the first time Monday 
following the Canadiens’ practice at the Bell Centre. 

Brooks asked politely if he was allowed to take his COVID mask off after 
sitting behind a table and when told he could said: “Thank you. I wasn’t 
sure.” 

The Canadiens claimed Brooks off waivers a week earlier from the 
Toronto Maple Leafs and at practice Monday he was at centre on the 
third line between Mike Hoffman and Brendan Gallagher. Jake Evans, 
who normally centres the third line, missed practice with an upper-body 
injury and is questionable for Tuesday night’s game against the San Jose 
Sharks at the Bell Centre (7 p.m., TSN2, RDS, TSN 690 Radio, 98.5 
FM). 

That means Brooks could make his Canadiens debut against the Sharks. 

“I don’t know what’s going to happen moving forward with the lineup,” 
Brooks said. “Nothing has been said. Whenever you get a chance to play 
with two guys like that — similar to what I had last year — you just want 
to make the most of the opportunity. Whether it be in practice, whether it 
be in a game, you just want to make sure that you’re working hard, you’re 
doing what you can to support those guys and be in a good position for 
them. If it does happen that’s where I play between those two I want to 
be a good centreman for them and make sure I’m just doing things 
responsibly so they feel like they can trust me.” 

Last season, Brooks played 11 games with the Maple Leafs, posting 4-1-
5 totals with veterans Joe Thornton and Jason Spezza as his wingers. 
Brooks also played 17 games with the AHL’s Toronto Marlies, posting 4-
9-13 totals. 

“It was obviously an honour and a privilege to play with those two guys, 
first and foremost,” the 25-year-old Brooks said about playing with 
Thornton and Spezza. “Two guys that have been around for a very long 
time and both have very good offensive numbers and just very good 
careers. They taught me a lot. I think whenever you really get your first 
full taste of playing six, eight games in a row it’s a little bit of a struggle or 
a little bit of a jump and playing with those guys they made it very easy. 
So I think when you play with two guys that have those kind of minds and 

kind of settle you in — whether it be offensively or defensively — always 
talking to you and people that you can create chemistry over a stretch it’s 
going to bring out the best of you. I pride myself on being a guy that can 
kind of think the game and be in the right position. So I like to think I can 
kind of play with anyone, but it definitely was nice to play with two guys 
like that that have such illustrious careers.” 

The Leafs selected Brooks in the fourth round (92nd overall) at the 2016 
NHL Draft after he posted 38-82-120 totals in 72 games with the WHL’s 
Regina Pats. The next season, Brooks had 43-87-130 totals in 66 games 
with the Pats. The Winnipeg native earned the nickname “Prairie Jesus” 
while with the Pats. 

“I think that was a thing on Twitter when I played in junior in Regina,” 
Brooks said. “The prairies … a fan came up with it. But nobody calls me 
that outside of I think a couple of people in Regina. So I wouldn’t focus 
too much on that nickname.” 

In 18 games over two seasons with the Leafs, the 6-foot, 179-pound 
Brooks had had 4-4-8 totals before being claimed by the Canadiens. 

“I’m not an overly flashy player,” he said. “In junior I was an offensive guy 
and probably focused on that side of things. But when I got to pro my first 
year I was on the fourth line in the AHL and learned quickly that not 
everybody that makes that jump (to the NHL) is going to be a scorer. So 
for me I had to just be very responsible. I’m not going to be a guy that 
goes end-to-end, but I think I’m a guy that’s always going to be in the 
right position, using my mind to make little plays and just be in the right 
spots and hopefully be a guy that the coach can count on in any 
situation. I think my trust with (Maple Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe) in 
Toronto, he learned that he could play me in and out of the lineup 
whenever he needed to and play me in situations like the penalty-kill if he 
needed to as well. So that’s what I want to be here. I want to establish 
that trust with the coach so he can play me anywhere and feel 
comfortable about having me on the ice.” 

When the interview session ended, Brooks put his mask back on and 
said: “Thank you guys very much. Happy to be here.” 

When a reporter joked that Brooks would now be referred to as “Prairie 
Jesus,” he laughed and said: “Please don’t call me that.” 
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Cowan: Canadiens hope Mike Hoffman's shot can ignite their power play 

 

Stu Cowan  •  Publishing date:Oct 18, 2021  •  7 hours ago  •  4 minute 
read  •    

 

Mike Hoffman was on the ice one day last week with a member of the 
Canadiens’ training staff at the Bell Sports Complex in Brossard, 
continuing his recovery from a lower-body injury. 

Hoffman picked up a puck on his stick and skated in on the shooter-tutor 
goalie that had been set up in one of the nets. Hoffman then quickly 
snapped the puck into one of the top corners. 

He then picked up another puck, skated in again on the fake goalie down 
in a butterfly position and fired it into the top corner on the other side of 
the net. Hoffman continued to do this for a few more minutes, with just 
about every shot perfectly placed into a corner. 

That shot is why Hoffman scored 52 goals in 62 games during the 2008-
09 QMJHL season with the Drummondville Voltigeurs and it’s why the 
Ottawa Senators selected him in the fifth round (130th overall) of the 
2009 NHL Draft. 
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That shot is why Hoffman has 189 goals in 545 career NHL regular-
season games, including a career-high 36 with the Florida Panthers in 
2018-19. That shot is also why 67 of Hoffman’s goals in the NHL (35 per 
cent) have come on the power play and it’s why Canadiens GM Marc 
Bergevin signed the 31-year-old left-winger to a three-year, US$13.5 
million contract as a free agent during the off-season. 

Hoffman suffered a lower-body injury while getting ready for training 
camp, ended up missing all of it and also missed the first three games of 
the regular season, during which the Canadiens went 0-3-0, scored a 
total of three goals and went 0-for-11 on the power play. Hoffman has 
now recovered from his injury and is expected to make his Canadiens 
debut Tuesday night at the Bell Centre against the San Jose Sharks (7 
p.m., TSN2, RDS, TSN 690 Radio, 98.5 FM). The Canadiens are hoping 
Hoffman’s shot can help spark their offence. 

“Practice was good today,” Hoffman said after skating on a line with 
centre Adam Brooks and right-winger Brendan Gallagher Monday at the 
Bell Centre. “Good to be back with the guys out there. The body feels 
good and I think I should be good to go if the coach decides so.” 

Head coach Dominique Ducharme said that if Hoffman feels good after 
Tuesday’s morning skate, he will be in the lineup against the Sharks. 

Hoffman isn’t a very big guy at 6-foot and 182 pounds, but he has 
managed to develop a wicked shot. 

“I had a lot of energy as a kid,” he said. “So I was always shooting pucks 
in my garage and playing around, road hockey, whatever it was. On the 
ice working on it. I did put in a lot of effort and time at a young age and 
then kind of developed a technique and go from there.” 

Part of his technique came from watching the OHL’s Kitchener Rangers 
play when he was a kid growing up in that city. 

“They would shoot off of one leg,” Hoffman recalled. “I thought it looked 
kind of cool so I started trying it and just went from there.” 

Hoffman also practised on the No. 1 power-play unit Monday, set up on 
the right half-wall where he can fire one-timers with his left-hand shot. 
Tyler Toffoli, Jonathan Drouin, Christian Dvorak and Jeff Petry were also 
on that unit. 

“I can make some plays, make some passes, good entries and shoot the 
puck on net,” Hoffman said about his role on the power play. “So that’s 
kind of what the power play is.” 

The Canadiens are the only team in the NHL to play three games this 
season and not score a single power-play goal. 

“Look at the best power plays in the league, they don’t just have one 
option,” Hoffman said. “It’s guys that can make multiple plays and 
multiple options. There’s shooting, there’s passing and puck movement. 
If people focus on one area then you have the man advantage to start, 
usually something else will open up.” 

The Canadiens have a younger version of Hoffman’s shot on their 
second power-play unit in 20-year-old Cole Caufield, who was set up on 
the left half-wall at Monday’s practice with his right-hand shot. The 
second unit also included Brendan Gallagher, Josh Anderson, Nick 
Suzuki and Chris Wideman. 

“I’ll definitely talk to him, work with him as the year goes on and if there’s 
anything that I see or point out,” Hoffman said about Caufield. “You can 
never master anything in this league. You always want to try and get 
better and better. He might have a couple of things to tell me as well. 
He’s fairly new in this league and as he gets more comfortable making 
plays and having the puck there on that half wall and realizing the timing, 
how much time and space you’ll have, he’ll be a good player.” 

Only two players have scored goals for the Canadiens this season: 
Drouin has two and Wideman has one. 

This team needs all the help it can get and Hoffman’s shot certainly won’t 
hurt for a team averaging one goal a game. 
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Canadiens Notebook: Mike Hoffman expected to make Habs debut 
Tuesday 

 

Stu Cowan  •  Publishing date:Oct 18, 2021  •  8 hours ago  •  6 minute 
read   

 

The Canadiens could get a much-needed boost on offence when they 
face the San Jose Sharks Tuesday night at the Bell Centre (7 p.m., 
TSN2, RDS, TSN 690 Radio, 98.5 FM). 

Left-winger Mike Hoffman, who has been sidelined since the start of 
training camp with a lower-body injury, took part in his first full practice 
with the team Monday morning at the Bell Centre. The Canadiens are off 
to an 0-3-0 start to the season and are 0-for-11 on the power play. 
Hoffman has 189 goals in 545 career games and 67 of them have come 
on the power play. 

During the off-season, Canadiens GM Marc Bergevin signed the 31-year-
old Hoffman to a three-year, US$13.5-million contract with an annual 
salary-cap hit of $4.5 million. Last season, Hoffman had 17-19-36 totals 
in 52 games with the St. Louis Blues and seven of his goals came on the 
power play. 

During practice Monday, Hoffman on the third line with Adam Brooks at 
centre and Brendan Gallagher at right wing. The Canadiens claimed 
Brooks off waivers from the Toronto Maple Leafs last week and he has 
yet to play a game with his new team. 

Jake Evans, who had been playing centre on the third line, didn’t take 
part in practice, taking a therapy day instead. After practice, Ducharme 
said Evans suffered an upper-body injury in Saturday’s 3-1 loss to the 
New York Rangers, but that it wasn’t major and that it wasn’t a 
concussion. Ducharme added it’s uncertain whether Evans will be able to 
play against the Sharks. 

Ducharme said if Hoffman feels good after Tuesday’s morning skate he’s 
expected to play against the Sharks. 

“It could be Evans, it could be Brooks,” Ducharme said about his third-
line centre against the Sharks. “What I like is we know how Gally plays. 
Net-front presence, always around the net, and Hoffman is a guy that 
likes to stay a little bit higher in the zone and find shooting spots. But he 
needs a guy at the net, too. Not only for screens, but grabbing rebounds. 

“(Hoffman’s) a guy that likes to shoot, so that’s one thing, the 
combination that we want to see and we feel that Brooks and Evans and 
those guys — it could be at one point even (Mathieu) Perrreault — can 
be playing good on both sides and still be making plays offensively. We’ll 
see how it develops, but we feel like we have offence on all four lines, 
too, with (Joel) Armia and Lehky (Artturi Lehkonen) on the line with it 
could be (Cédric) Paquette (or) Perreault. I think it balances our lineup 
pretty good.” 

On defence, Sami Niku rotated on the third pairing with Chris Wideman 
at practice beside Brett Kulak. Niku hasn’t played since suffering a 
concussion during a pre-season game. Wideman was practising on the 
second power-play unit, so it looks like he will keep his spot in the lineup 
against the Sharks. 

Ducharme said after practice that defenceman Joel Edmundson, who 
has been sidelined since the start of training camp with an undisclosed 
injury, stayed at home Monday. 

“It’s a family matter,” the coach said. 
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Goalie Jake Allen also didn’t take part in the practice but was scheduled 
to be on the ice on his own with goalie coach Eric Raymond after 
practice. 

The Canadiens announced Monday afternoon that forward Alex Belzile 
has been placed on waivers. 

The lines 

Here’s how the forward lines, defence pairings and power-play units 
looked at practice: 

Toffoli – Suzuki – Caufield 

Drouin – Dvorak – Anderson 

Hoffman – Brooks – Gallagher 

Lehkonen – Perreault – Armia 

Belzile 

Romanov – Petry 

Chiarot – Savard 

Kulak – Niku 

Wideman 

First PP unit 

Toffoli 

Drouin – Dvorak – Hoffman 

Petry 

Second PP unit 

Gallagher 

Caufield – Anderson – Suzuki 

Wideman 

Lehky qui achale toujours Gally. 

Slow start for Caufield 

Cole Caufield scored four goals in his first 10 regular-season games with 
the Canadiens last season after leaving the University of Wisconsin. 

Three games into this season, he’s still looking for his first goal and his 
first point. 

Heading into the season, the 20-year-old right-winger was considered a 
favourite to win the Calder Trophy as the NHL’s top rookie. 

“You can’t win anything in three games,” Caufield said after practice 
Monday. “We’re just trying to focus on the next one, put something 
together here. That last game we did some good things, some things we 
need to clean up a little bit. You can’t win anything in the first three 
games. It’s a long season. Hopefully we can look back on this stretch 
right here and learn from it and find success out of it.” 

Caufield’s linemate Nick Suzuki is also still looking for his first point after 
signing an eight-year, US$63-million contract extension before the 
season started. 

“I just think we need to contribute more, spend more time in the offensive 
zone,” Caufield said. “I think we’re getting chances, the puck’s just not 
going in and that happens. But we expect more from ourselves and I 
think that’s where both of our heads are at right now. 

Everybody looks to us as guys that should contribute and do their part, 
but these stretdches happen,” Caufield added. “I’ve been in the league 
for not that long. So I’m learning kind of from the other guys. I’m just 
trying to stick with it and stay positive and just focus on the next game.” 

The Canadiens had the day off on Sunday, which gave Caufield and his 
teammates a chance to relax. 

“I don’t think you ever disconnect from hockey,” Caufield said. “I think it’s 
always in the back of your mind. Kind of just relax, watch some football. 
Kind of be away from the rink is a good thing sometimes. Just right back 
at it tomorrow. Can’t really take a day off and we’re just looking forward 
to the next one.” 

Team photo day 

The reason the Canadiens were practising at the Bell Centre instead of 
at the Bell Sports Complex in Brossard on Monday is because it was 
team photo day. 

Ducharme was asked what it feels like to be in the Canadiens team 
photo — something that lasts forever — as the head coach. 

“I didn’t think about that,” he said. “It’s nice. … Every day when I come 
into the rink, or every game when I go behind the bench I take that time 
to appreciate the moment. National anthem — sometimes I find it a little 
bit too long — but I take time to appreciate that and salute my dad and 
then getting ready for the game. When I get to a day like today, I take 
that five seconds to appreciate it. But you got to turn the page quick and 
go at it.” 

Ducharme, who took over as head coach from Claude Julien after 18 
games last season, signed a new three-year contract reported to be 
worth US$1.7 million per season on July 13. That’s the same date his 
parents were married on and it’s also the date his father was buried five 
years ago. 

“ It seems like destiny, ” Ducharme said after signing his new deal. 

Lions sell out first game in Trois-Rivières 

The Trois-Rivières Lions, the Canadiens’ new ECHL affiliate, announced 
Monday that they have sold out their inaugural game Thursday night at 
the Colisée Vidéotron against the Newfoundland Growlers. 

The Lions will play the Growlers again Friday night and next Tuesday 
night and tickets for those games at the Colisée Vidéotron are still 
available, starting at $17. 

For ticket information, call 819-519-1634 or visit the team’s website at 
lions3r.com . 

What’s next? 

The Canadiens have a morning skate scheduled for 10:30 a.m. Tuesday 
at the Bell Sports Complex in Brossard before facing the Sharks. The 
Carolina Hurricanes and Jesperi Kotkaniemi will be at the Bell Centre on 
Thursday (7 p.m., TSN2, RDS, TSN 690 Radio, 98.5 FM), followed by 
the Detroit Red Wings on Saturday (7 p.m., CITY, TVA Sports, TSN 690 
Radio, 98.5 FM). 

After that, the Canadiens will hit the road for a four-game West Coast trip 
with games in Seattle, San Jose, Los Angeles and Anaheim. 
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Basu and Godin: Faceoffs on the PP hurting Nick Suzuki, Ben Chiarot’s 
lack of discipline, a look at the PK and checking in on prospects 

 

By Arpon Basu and Marc Antoine Godin Oct 18, 2021 

 

There is a belief in certain circles that faceoffs don’t matter all that much 
in hockey, or at least too much emphasis is placed on them, and there is 
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definitely some truth to that. Being bad at faceoffs doesn’t make you a 
bad player. 

But there is also a lot of truth to the notion that not all faceoffs are 
created equal because some carry far more importance than others. And 
it is when those important faceoffs arise that a player’s proficiency, or 
lack thereof, becomes an issue. 

Faceoffs are similar in that sense to free throw shooting in basketball. 
They are each skills that are important in their respective sports but are 
somewhat separate from the other skills the games require (the mental 
exercise of free-throw shooting is nowhere near the same thing as taking 
a pull-up jump shot). This is why, at the end of a hockey or a basketball 
practice, you will see players working on faceoffs or free throws. 

Shaquille O’Neal was one of the most dominant basketball players of all 
time, but he became a liability late in close games because the other 
team would start fouling him to send him to the free-throw line because 
he was a terrible free-throw shooter. It’s hardly ideal for a team not to 
have its best player on the floor at the most critical moments of the game. 

Right now, Nick Suzuki is somewhat like Shaquille O’Neal. 

Suzuki is not quite at O’Neal’s level of ineptitude in the faceoff circle, but 
if he is going to be used in the most important moments of the game, he 
will need to improve in that area. 

For instance, Suzuki is the Canadiens’ most dangerous player on the 
power play, which would suggest he should be starting the power play 
whenever possible. But that isn’t happening, because Suzuki has only 
won two of his nine faceoffs taken on the power play this season. When 
you compare that to Christian Dvorak winning seven out of the 11 power 
play faceoffs he’s taken, the decision on who should start the power play 
starts to become complicated. 

Because winning that opening faceoff on the power play is important. 

“When you know he’s going to win the faceoff, or he’s going to be very 
close to winning the faceoff, the percentage is very high, it allows you to 
make faceoff plays. Whereas if it’s a 50-50, you don’t know, you’ve got to 
win, if you lose the draw you’ve got to be ready for a lost draw,” said 
Jonathan Drouin, who is on Dvorak’s power play unit. “But we can be 
more ready for a won draw with Devo and have set faceoff plays. We can 
be ready on the bench before we even go out there. I think it gives us an 
advantage to be ready and attack the team right away when we win that 
faceoff instead of waiting 30 seconds for a breakout or things like that. I 
think it’s a huge add for our power play.” 

The problem with that statement for Suzuki, Cole Caufield, Tyler Toffoli, 
Brendan Gallagher and Jeff Petry is that if the Dvorak unit goes out and 
wins the draw and controls play in the offensive zone, there won’t be 
much time left for them. Of course, if the Dvorak unit is creating pressure 
and — at some point — scoring goals, then it’s not necessarily a problem 
for the Canadiens. But that’s not happening right now for either unit. 

This is what happened Saturday night against the New York Rangers 
when K’Andre Miller was called for tripping Cole Caufield in the first 
period. Now, in this case, the Suzuki line was already on the ice when 
the penalty was called, so that was another factor favouring the Dvorak 
unit to start the power play. But Dvorak won the draw cleanly and the 
Canadiens spent a lot of time in the Rangers zone working the puck 
around without generating a whole lot in terms of chances. By the time 
the Suzuki unit got on the ice, there was only about 40 seconds left in the 
power play. 

The reason this is problematic is that, so far at least, the Suzuki unit has 
been far more effective at five-on-four in terms of generating offence, as 
reflected here through Evolving Hockey’s data on shot attempts, shots on 
goal and expected goals per 60 minutes of power play time (not counting 
five-on-three). 

Effectiveness of Canadiens PP units 

PLAYER CF/60 SF/60 XGF/60 

Nick Suzuki 

109.34 

77.02 

7.89 

Christian Dvorak 

86.8 

32.02 

3.07 

Ducharme’s intention is to use Suzuki and Dvorak on their strong side, 
but since the team on the power play can pick which circle the first 
faceoff is held in, this would give the Dvorak unit the edge to start more 
often. 

A simple solution, of course, would simply be for Suzuki to get better at 
faceoffs. But that is not so simple. 

“Yeah, it needs to improve,” Ducharme said. “But every young player, I 
don’t think there’s one young player that comes in and dominates on 
faceoffs. It takes time. It’s almost like a hard piece in the game that you 
need to craft and develop and polish, maturity physically, experience 
taking faceoffs against those guys. 

“At times, it needs time.” 

This is true. And sometimes, a great centre never becomes all that good 
at faceoffs and it doesn’t really hurt him. Nathan MacKinnon, for 
example, has finished a season above 50 percent in the faceoff circle 
only once in his career. Connor McDavid has yet to do it. They each have 
the luxury, however, of having someone else who can win draws on the 
power play, with Gabriel Landeskog and Leon Draisaitl taking the 
majority of the power-play faceoffs on MacKinnon’s and McDavid’s units. 

Not only does Suzuki not have that luxury, if he wants to be the two-way 
force he aspires to be, if he wants to fill Phillip Danault’s shoes right now 
and one day become something similar to his hockey role model Patrice 
Bergeron, then having faceoffs be a strength will be necessary. 

What’s hidden behind Ben Chiarot’s lack of discipline 

Ducharme likes to give his teams a goal of limiting their opponents to no 
more than three power plays per game, something the Canadiens failed 
to do Saturday against the Rangers by allowing four in the second period 
alone. 

And what irked the coach the most is they were all stick fouls. 

Over the first two games, Ben Chiarot’s three minor penalties did not go 
unnoticed, especially since two of them in Buffalo led to Sabres goals. All 
three of his penalties have been stick fouls; two for hooking and one for 
tripping. 

Using Natural Stat Trick’s data, we looked at the ratio of penalties taken 
and drawn around the league since the start of the 2019-20 season to 
see which players had the biggest influence on how often each special 
teams unit jumped on the ice. 

Chiarot’s track record in this department is not good. 

Worst penalty differential since 2019-20 

PLAYER MINORS TAKEN MINORS DRAWN DIFFERENTIAL 

Ben Chiarot 

40 

13 

-27 

Ian Cole 
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34 

8 

-26 

Rasmus Ristolainen 

36 

12 

-24 

Ryan Graves 

34 

10 

-24 

P.K. Subban 

39 

16 

-23 

Nick Ritchie 

33 

8 

-23 

Dmitry Kulikov 

30 

7 

-23 

Alexander Edler 

45 

23 

-22 

Nikita Zadorov 

39 

17 

-22 

Dougie Hamilton 

32 

9 

-22 

Duncan Keith 

23 

1 

-22 

You will notice that the list is entirely made up of defencemen, which is 
normal since penalties happen most often to the defending team. There 
are, however, some defencemen capable of bucking the trend, like 
Samuel Girard and Miro Heiskanen who lead NHL defencemen since 
2019-20 with a plus-18 in this category. 

Looking at last season’s standings, there doesn’t appear to be a causal 
link between a team’s penalty differential and their won-loss record. 
Having said that, it would be counterintuitive to simply ignore it because it 
is obvious any team would want to avoid being shorthanded more often 
than being on the power play. 

Last season, Chiarot’s game took some time to get going and it was only 
with about 10 games left that he really found his rhythm. Difficult to say 
whether his penalty differential is a reflection of his play or whether it is a 
result of a change in officiating later in the season, but Chiarot played 41 
games last season and was called for 11 minor penalties in his first 20 
games while drawing five minors. In his final 21 games, Chiarot was only 
called for three minors and drew two from the opposition. 

Meanwhile, everyone is talking about how the cross-checking crackdown 
might impact Chiarot, but Chiarot was only called for cross-checking 
once last season in the regular season and once in the playoffs. 

“In front of the net, for sure you have to play differently, you can’t just put 
two hands on your stick and push the guy out,” Chiarot said Friday. “It’s 
just a little adjustment. But you try and talk to the ref a little bit before and 
make sure you’re both on the same page as far as what’s being called 
and what’s not. Especially early in the season, there’s going to be more 
penalties called than not, so just make sure you’re walking that line.” 

And when those penalties come, goals have followed 

Chiarot’s penalties would be less of an issue if the Canadiens were still 
killing penalties with the same ferocious efficiency of the last playoffs, 
when they were humming along at a rate of 91.8 percent. Through three 
games this season, the Canadiens have killed off only 61.5 percent of the 
league-high 13 power plays they have allowed. 

That number, however, is largely skewed because of the one game in 
Buffalo on Thursday, when the Canadiens allowed three power-play 
goals. But if you look at the goals, they don’t seem to be all that 
problematic in the sense the Sabres are largely kept to the outside and 
ultimately wind up scoring on a shot from the flank. 

It would be easy to determine the Canadiens should have blocked some 
of those shots, but it’s not quite that simple on the penalty kill, especially 
when the puck is at the circle. Let’s let Jake Allen, who did not play in 
Buffalo, explain. 

“As a general rule, pretty much all across the league, all 32 teams I think 
mostly kill in the same situation, the same way,” Allen said. “Generally, 
when the puck’s on the flanks, the goalie’s got the short side and the D’s 
got the far side. But that’s in a perfect world. Things happen real fast, 
there’s a lot of variables involved as well, but that’s a setup I’d say 95 
percent of the teams in the NHL do.” 

You can easily see what Allen is talking about on the Sabres’ first goal 
scored by Kyle Okposo. Alexander Romanov took some heat for not 
blocking this shot, but if you watch the angle he takes on Okposo, it is 
obvious he is taking away the far side of the net and giving up the short 
side. At that point, it is up to Samuel Montembeault to stop the shot. 

The same is true on this goal by Victor Olofsson, where David Savard 
took away the far side and Montembeault was simply beaten. 

However, in both cases, it is not the shot blocking that is the issue. It is 
the level of comfort the Sabres have. It is how casually they are able to 
work the puck around to create that shot. It is how easily Olofsson was 
able to step into his shot because of how much space he had. 

“One thing is we need to be more aggressive, from the up-ice pressure to 
the zone entries, making it harder for them to come in and set up,” 
Ducharme said Friday. “And then bobbling pucks, we need to attack. A 
lot more aggressive on that side.” 

The next night against the Rangers, though they allowed a power-play 
goal (and should have allowed another except Mika Zibanejad hit the 
crossbar with a wide-open net), the Canadiens were far more aggressive 
on the penalty kill, forechecking harder up ice, defending their blue line 
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better and creating turnovers in their own end when the Rangers 
mishandled the puck. 

It is early and the absences of Danault, Shea Weber, Joel Edmundson 
and Carey Price are being felt heavily here, but it would appear the 
penalty kill is one aspect of the Canadiens’ game that seems the most 
fixable despite the awful numbers right now. 

A few injuries among the prospects 

The Canadiens were hit with injuries during training camp, and now it’s 
their prospects catching the injury bug. 

Ryan Poehling was still being evaluated as of Sunday by the Laval 
Rocket medical personnel after being hit in the head by Belleville 
Senators forward Andrew Agozzino. 

The play happened in the first period and Poehling did not return to the 
game. A concussion is suspected; Poehling had another one during 
training camp in 2019. 

At Northeastern University, defenceman Jordan Harris was the victim of 
a nasty slew foot from Boston College’s Casey Carreau during the first 
period of a game Friday. 

The way Harris hit the ice, it looked as though his head may have taken 
the brunt of it. The Huskies did not want to confirm to us that their captain 
had a concussion, stating instead that he is simple day-to-day. 

Harris had not registered a point this season before leaving in the first 
period of his fourth game, but he is tied for the team lead in shots on goal 
this season. He is strong at both ends of the ice for the Huskies and is 
viewed as a possible candidate for the Hobey Baker Trophy. As we 
know, the Canadiens are keeping a close eye on Harris this season 
because they hope to sign him once his college season is complete. 

Carreau was called for a major penalty on the play and was suspended 
for two more games. 

Boston University’s Luke Tuch left a game against Sacred Heart in the 
middle of the second period Friday after a collision with forward Kevin 
Lombardi. 

Tuch tried to come back but quickly left after one more shift. According to 
the student-run Boston Hockey Blog, Tuch was seen on crutches the 
following day. We’ll have to see how long this injury keeps the 
Canadiens’ second-round pick in 2020 out of action. 

Thankfully, it’s not only bad news around the Canadiens prospects. 

Sherbrooke Phoenix winger Joshua Roy, who left an excellent 
impression at Canadiens rookie camp, is the top scorer in the QMJHL 
with six goals and 15 points in seven games. Riley Kidney, a 2021 
second-round pick who plays for the Acadie-Bathurst Titan, is not far 
behind with 12 points in seven games. 

As for defenceman Kaiden Guhle, who was sent back to the Prince 
Albert Raiders in the WHL at the very end of Canadiens training camp, 
he made his presence felt with his junior club immediately. Playing 
without their captain for the first four games of the season, the Raiders 
scored five goals and allowed 21 in his absence, losing all four games. 
Over the three games Guhle has played, the Raiders have scored seven 
goals and allowed eight while winning two of them, a stark improvement 
for a team that is not expected to be overly competitive this season. 
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Blue Jackets forward Max Domi out two to four weeks with rib fracture 

 

Bailey Johnson 

 

Columbus Blue Jackets center Max Domi (16) looks for a pass after 
picking up the puck in the defensive end during the NHL game against 
the Seattle Kraken at Nationwide Arena in Columbus, Ohio Oct. 16.  

Forward Max Domi is expected to miss two to four weeks with a rib 
fracture, the Blue Jackets announced Monday evening. 

Domi has been placed on injured reserve.  

In Saturday's overtime win over the Seattle Kraken, Domi appeared to 
suffer an injury in the first period while attempting to hit Kraken 
defenseman Adam Larsson. Domi was in discomfort on the bench and 
missed a few shifts, but returned to the ice before the period ended. 

Domi missed more time in the second period after being pulled by the 
NHL's concussion spotters for a concussion test, but finished the game 
and coach Brad Larsen said he expected Domi to be fine. 

"I think he’s going to be fine," Larsen said. "He got winded there. He tried 
to move a big body there in Larsson and he didn’t move much. I think it 
got him a little bit. And then, he actually got called, in the second period, 
by the concussion (protocol). He was fine, but when the league does it, 
it's mandatory." 

The Blue Jackets were off Sunday and Domi didn't practice Monday 
before being placed on injured reserve. 

In June, Domi had surgery to repair a torn labrum in his right shoulder 
and was expected to miss four to six months but recovered in time to be 
healthy for the start of the season. Through the first two games, he has a 
goal and two assists. 
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Blue Jackets rewarded by speedy fourth line of Kuraly, Robinson and 
Hofmann 

Trio sparks tying goal in 2-1 overtime win against Seattle Kraken, could 
become key group; conflicting assessments of Laine's performance plus 
Max Domi gets another injury scare. 

 

Brian Hedger 

 

The Blue Jackets’ forward lines are in flux, but one might already be a 
keeper.  

It’s Sean Kuraly's fourth line, which includes speedy wingers Eric 
Robinson and Gregory Hofmann. Their speed led to Robinson’s tying 
goal Saturday in the third period of the Jackets’ 2-1 overtime victory 
against the Seattle Kraken at Nationwide Arena.  

“I think that line’s got a ton of potential,” Blue Jackets coach Brad Larsen 
said. “I really do, as far as the energy they can bring. There’s big bodies. 
They can skate. Huge goal for us, obviously, getting the (tying goal), and 
they provided some really good minutes for us tonight.”  

The play that ended with Robinson scoring began in the Columbus zone, 
where the trio of forwards began every one of their shifts. Kuraly won a 
faceoff to defenseman Scott Harrington, who spotted Hoffman at the blue 
line gaining a head of steam. Hoffman got the puck, carried it through the 
neutral zone and had it chipped off his stick to Robinson.   

After carrying into the right circle of the Seattle zone, Robinson 
unleashed a laser that beat goalie Philipp Grubauer inside the far post, 
tying it 1-1 on his first goal of the season. Hofmann earned his first NHL 
point with the primary assist and Harrington collected his first point of the 
season with a secondary helper.  
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Kuraly nearly scored in the second period, but missed just wide of the 
right post off a rush right down the slot.   

“We’re all pretty fast guys, so we need to be moving our legs,” Robinson 
said. “If we’re on the same page there, we can be a really effective 
forechecking line, hunting (defensemen) and getting right in their pockets 
and causing havoc for them, being able to spend minutes in the offensive 
zone that way.”  

Split decision on Patrik Laine  

According to a statistical breakdown via NaturalStatTrick.com, Laine was 
dominant against the Kraken.   

During his 17:09 of 5-on-5 time, the Blue Jackets were plus-five in 
scoring chances (8-3), plus three in high-danger chances (4-1) and took 
59% of the shot attempts. They also outshot the Kraken 6-3 in those 
minutes.  

Laine did start his shifts in the offensive zone 83% of the time, helping 
boost some of those numbers, but his overall stat profile was impressive. 
Larsen disagreed, saying he felt the towering goal-scorer lacked energy 
on a number of shifts.  

“I thought he fought it today,” Larsen said. “It wasn’t one of his better 
games, but you just keep throwing him out. And those guys, the goal 
scorers, they like the big moments and he came up big for us.”  

Laine's best scoring chance prior to overtime was a breakaway in the 
second period, but Grubauer stopped his backhand with a skate save 
and quickly denied Zach Werenski’s follow off the rebound. Laine made 
sure Grubauer didn’t rob him in OT, putting his wrist shot from the right 
wing under the goalie’s glove on the short side for the winner.  

“Hopefully that feeds into him and gives him some more energy,” Larsen 
said. “He did have a tremendous camp and tonight he was fighting it 
early, it looked like. For a couple shifts there, it looked like he was using 
a left-handed stick instead of a right … but it happens. So, you stick with 
it.” 

Max Domi gets injury scare  

Domi’s speedy return from offseason surgery on his right shoulder was 
remarkable, rejoining the Blue Jackets’ lineup a month ahead of 
schedule. He got a scare, however, in the first period against the Kraken.   

After lining up Seattle defenseman Adam Larsson, Domi appeared to 
hurt himself after delivering a hit with his left shoulder. Larsson didn’t 
budge, Domi recoiled and soon skated back to the bench for 
assessment. He didn’t miss his next shift, but missed his line’s final twirl 
in the first.   

Domi also missed two shifts in the second, which Larsen said was part of 
the NHL’s concussion protocols. After passing that assessment, he 
finished the game.  

“I think he’s going to be fine,” Larsen said. “He got winded there. He tried 
to move a big body there in Larsson and he didn’t move much. I think it 
got him a little bit.”  

Yegor Chinakhov called up 

The Blue Jackets recalled right wing Yegor Chinakhov from the 
Cleveland Monsters Sunday. 

The move came one day after Chinakhov, 20, made his North American 
pro debut, recording a goal and a shot in the Monsters' 5-4 overtime win 
over Syracuse 
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‘Finally, I made it’: Blue Jackets’ Grégory Hofmann embracing new role 
after finally taking the NHL plunge 

 

By Aaron Portzline Oct 18, 2021  

 

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Grégory Hofmann had waited a long time for this 
moment, and last Thursday’s season-opening 8-2 win by the Blue 
Jackets did not disappoint. Nationwide Arena, after nearly two years of 
the pandemic, was packed. Cannon blasts and chants of “C-B-J!” echoed 
into the night. 

After a stellar career in Switzerland and on the world stage, Hofmann, 28, 
finally took the plunge to play in the NHL when he signed a one-year deal 
with the Blue Jackets last summer. 

“It was … amazing,” Hofmann said, his eyes still wide the following 
morning. “Unbelievable. It’s a night I’m going to remember for the rest of 
my life. My first NHL game. The C-B-J chants … amazing.” 

And on the other side of the world, in the small village of Lumino, 
Switzerland, about 110 miles south of Zurich, there was a viewing party 
for the ages. 

Unable to travel to Columbus because of the pandemic, Hofmann’s 
family, including his pregnant wife, Jessica, hunkered down for the 1 a.m. 
faceoff. When the final horn sounded it was 3:48 a.m. in Switzerland. 

“They cannot do this every night, of course,” Hofmann said with a smile. 
“But this was huge for me and all of the people who have supported me. 
That’s especially true because I’m 28 years old. I’m not 20 or 18. I’ve had 
a longer wait than some of the other guys. So this is something that has 
been anticipated. 

“Finally, I made it, and I’m really happy. It’s huge for the country of 
Switzerland. But like I said in an interview in Switzerland, it’s one thing to 
make your NHL debut. It’s another thing to have a role and be in the 
lineup on a regular basis. This is the challenge.” 

Hofmann was an elite offensive player in Switzerland, a lock on his 
team’s first line and first power-play unit. NHL scouts have always looked 
at his shot, his hockey sense and his tenacity and wondered if they’d 
transfer to the world’s top league, but they never questioned his skating. 
It’s elite by any standard. 

Carolina drafted Hofmann in 2011, and while he came to training camp 
twice with the Hurricanes, he could never land the elusive one-way deal 
that all but guaranteed him an NHL roster spot. 

That changed when the Blue Jackets acquired his rights from Carolina 
last season, and his arrival for 2021-22 was planned. 

The Blue Jackets are using Hofmann in a role that is completely foreign 
to him. In the first two games, he’s played on the right side of the fourth 
line with left winger Eric Robinson and center Sean Kuraly. He has 
embraced this role with no complaints. 

“I knew when I signed here that I wasn’t going to have the same role right 
away, that it’s going to take some time,” Hofmann said. “I’ve come into 
the league as a guy that nobody knows, really. The first three lines are 
already set with some pretty great players. 

“It’s a long season, but so far I have to accept my role, and I do. I have to 
make sure that defensively we’re going to do the job. That’s a part of my 
game that can probably still get better. When I have a chance to move 
my legs and create offensively, I’m going to try to do that. But, for sure, 
it’s an adjustment.” 

The NHL has changed dramatically over the last 10-20 years. Fourth 
lines once were filled with fighters, agitators, and men of poor disposition, 
players charged with changing the flow of a game with a physical (re: 
fighting) presence. 

That’s no longer the case. On the best teams, fourth lines can still 
change the momentum of a game, but through different means. In the 
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Blue Jackets’ case, the Robinson — Kuraly — Hofmann trio has tenacity 
and speed, especially on the wings. 

Blue Jackets fans should be well aware of Robinson’s wheels. But 
Hofmann has stood out in the first two games with flashes through the 
neutral zone and into the attack zone. 

“We’re expected to turn a defensive-zone draw into an offensive-zone 
draw, at a minimum,” Kuraly said. “(Hofmann) has some great tools, tools 
we can use. Maybe not as a traditional fourth line, but I have to work to 
accommodate the skills on that line. He’s a guy who can shoot, a guy 
who wants to play with the puck.” 

The line made a significant impact in Saturday’s 2-1 overtime win over 
Seattle, picking up steam in the second and third periods. Robinson 
scored a third-period goal to tie it — Hofmann earned an assist, his first 
NHL point — and the line consistently tilted the ice. 

Hofmann’s big adjustment, in addition to the defensive-zone starts and 
limited minutes, is the smaller rinks. He’s used to having a wider rink to 
maximize his speed advantage, and more time to survey the ice with the 
puck on his stick. 

“Things just happen quicker,” Larsen said. “It’s hard to find the time and 
space to make plays and get your shot off. 

“But he has a tremendous work ethic. That’s what I love about him, his 
engine. It’s going to take some time, and he knows it. He’s felt it. It’s a 
different hockey game. But he’s a very good hockey player. These goal-
scorers, they find ways to get creative.” 

Hofmann was perfectly succinct on the topic: “The NHL is the best 
players in the world on a small surface. Europe is a big surface with not 
the best players in the world. It takes some time.” 

With international travel restrictions expected to be lifted in mid-
November, Hofmann is hoping his family can come to visit him next 
month. Until then, he’ll continue to get adjusted to his life in a new land. 

It’s not easy leaving Switzerland, he noted. 

“What I like here is the people are really nice, so friendly,” Hofmann said. 
“That’s not every time the case in Switzerland. People are more 
reserved. 

“I go to a grocery store (in New Albany, near his apartment) and you see 
somebody you’ve never seen before in your life and you start talking to 
them. That’s something I was pretty surprised about. Here people want to 
know how you’re doing and if everything is OK with you.” 

But one change that hasn’t been easy? Chocolate. Asked which country 
has the better confection, Hofmann was aghast. 

“Oh, Swiss, for sure,” he said. “That’s not even a question.” 
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The Athletic / NHL Rookie Ranking 2021-22: Top 20 candidates to win 
the Calder Trophy 

 

By Corey Pronman Oct 18, 2021  

  

I typically wait a week into the season to project the Calder Trophy race. 
The upside of doing it this way is seeing who made the team and getting 
an initial idea of what opportunities each of the potential top rookies are 
receiving. The downside historically is a talented, albeit Calder-longshot 
will score a goal or two in the first week and the comments section gets 
flooded when that player is not top five. 

Talent evaluation is an important component of this look at who has the 
best chance to be the top rookie of the 2021-22 NHL season, but this is 
not a talent ranking because projected ice time is also a major variable. 

To be eligible for the Calder Trophy, a player cannot have played more 
than 25 NHL games in any single preceding season nor in six or more 
games in each of any two preceding seasons. A player must not have 
attained his 26th birthday by Sept. 15 of the season in which he is 
eligible. 

This is not a ranking of all the rookies; it is players who I think have a 
chance to get a top-five vote by the end of the season. 

Trevor Zegras, C, Anaheim 

Zegras is an extremely skilled and creative playmaker who will get a lot 
of opportunity this season to run the Ducks’ power play and drive the 
offense. He’ll have to show over an 82-game season that he can play at 
an NHL pace and do the things he did at lower levels consistently at the 
top level, but early on he would be my Calder favorite just because his 
puck game is so special. 

Cole Caufield, RW, Montreal 

Caufield is an easy one to slot high in a projected rookie ranking after 
what he did in the NHL last season and the expectation he’ll be an 
important player for Montreal this season. He’s an extremely skilled 
winger with an elite shot, and despite being undersized and not a burner 
for that frame, he showed he can generate offense consistently versus 
NHL players. 

Moritz Seider, RHD, Detroit 

It’s rare for defensemen who aren’t projected to put up huge point totals 
to make a dent in the Calder race, but Seider has a very good chance to 
do that. I think with great skating, size and physicality he’ll play real 
minutes, make a lot of stops, and has enough transition and puck-moving 
ability to put up solid offensive numbers as a rookie. 

Jamie Drysdale, RHD, Anaheim 

It’s rare for a defenseman to make a dent in the Calder race. It’s even 
rarer for a teenage defenseman, but I think Drysdale has the goods to do 
that. He will get a lot of opportunity in Anaheim, and with his elite skating 
ability, I think he will hold up full-time in the NHL and make a difference 
with his great sense and feet. There will probably be bumps along the 
way as a small defenseman, but I think this is a player who will have a 
very good season, even as a teenager. 

Shane Pinto, C, Ottawa 

Pinto looks ready to play a significant role for Ottawa as its No. 2 center 
this season. He’s a very skilled and intelligent center with size who 
showed in college and briefly versus men he can advance levels and 
continue to excel. We’ll see with his skating whether he can drive play at 
an NHL pace consistently, but he’s a bit older than rest of the Calder 
class so I think physically he’ll hold up better and be a reliable all-around 
player. I expect a good season as one of Ottawa’s better forwards. 

Nils Lundkvist, RHD, New York Rangers 

Lundkvist didn’t play the first game of the season, but I think over the 
course of the full campaign he will become an everyday player for the 
Rangers. He’s super smart with the puck and has a big shot, which will 
make him an asset on breakouts but particularly in the O-zone and on 
the man advantage. He’s a good skater, albeit not amazing, and not that 
big so he may struggle with the pace and defending initially. But as he’s 
shown versus men for the last few years, he can excel despite not being 
the most physically gifted. 

Bowen Byram, LHD, Colorado 

Byram is a great prospect and I see him becoming a top NHL 
defenseman in time. Prime minutes will be tough for Byram to get this 
season on a blue line that includes Cale Makar and Samuel Girard. For 
that reason, it’s hard to see Byram putting up major offensive totals. He’s 
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such a great skater, though, and can make stops and transition pucks so 
well up ice that even without all the right opportunities I could see him 
being a very good rookie. 

Alex Nedeljkovic, G, Detroit 

One of the Calder finalists last season seems like a player you have to 
find a way to get into this type of projection. Nedeljkovic is a very quick 
and intelligent goalie who had a great season in Carolina before being 
traded to Detroit. Because of his size there are still some skeptics among 
NHL scouts about whether he can repeat that or tread water as more of 
an average starter, but even if he’s that type of player, that would still be 
very valuable. 

Jeremy Swayman, G, Boston 

Swayman had a great rookie pro season between the AHL and NHL, and 
looks set to play a big role on the Bruins this season. He’s not going to 
blow you away with his athleticism, but his hockey sense is extremely 
good. Swayman finds a way to make tough saves consistently with how 
well he anticipates the play and makes efficient reads. He’s put up huge 
numbers for the last few years and it’s quite possible he finds a way to 
have a lot of success in the NHL this season. 

Lucas Raymond, RW, Detroit 

I’m a big Raymond fan but even I was slightly surprised at how good his 
NHL camp was and the type of opportunity he’s getting initially in Detroit. 
You see that his tremendous skill and sense have translated immediately 
in the way he can navigate and see the ice in the offensive zone just like 
he did at other levels. He’s not the biggest or quickest winger, so I 
anticipate some bumpy stretches, but I think he’ll help Detroit, especially 
on its power play. 

Spencer Knight, G, Florida 

Spencer Knight is a fantastic prospect, and given Sergei Bobrovsky’s 
rocky play of late, Knight might get a real opportunity to play, but I think 
it’s worth approaching his current season projection with caution. There 
are only three 20-year-old goalies who have ever had real success in the 
NHL in the modern era: Carey Price, Carter Hart and Steve Mason. 
Knight has the size, sense and quickness to be an excellent NHL goalie 
with time, but realistically you’re just hoping he keeps his head above 
water all season. 

Sampo Ranta, RW, Colorado 

Of the nonconsensus top names, Ranta is the player who has the best 
chance to have a good rookie season. He’s big and a tremendous skater, 
which should help him translate to the NHL well as he’s a little more 
physically mature and older than some of the other players listed here. 
He’s got the offensive touch to put up some numbers even if he likely will 
never be a huge scorer. 

Anton Lundell, C, Florida 

Lundell is an excellent young player who has shown very well versus 
men. He has legit offensive tools, he competes hard and he projects to 
be a good two-way NHL center, even without great footspeed. Florida 
has a deep group of forwards, though, and his opportunity to get a true 
scoring role might be limited this season. 

William Eklund, LW, San Jose 

Eklund made the Sharks as an 18-year-old after looking very good 
versus men in his draft season. He’s a dynamic skater with a good work 
level, so I think despite his age and size he’ll hold up in the league this 
season. He has a lot of offensive talent, but realistically as the 2021 No. 
7 pick, if he looks like he can hold his own in the NHL that will be a 
successful season. 

Arthur Kaliyev, RW, Los Angeles 

Kaliyev had a good camp and worked his way into a spot with the Kings. 
The pace of his game and whether that translates to the NHL has always 
been the big question, but his sense and shot are high-end, and if he 

sticks, he should find a way to put up points and help out the Kings’ 
power play. 

Dawson Mercer, C, New Jersey 

Mercer’s stock continues to trend upward. After being an excellent junior, 
he did very well in New Jersey’s camp and opens the season in a notable 
role for the Devils. He’s a very skilled and intelligent center who has a 
high compete level, and has all the ingredients minus the pure speed to 
be able to handle the NHL level this season. 

Mason McTavish, C, Anaheim 

I didn’t expect McTavish to make the Ducks and then I didn’t expect him 
to look as good as he did in his first few games. He’s a very competitive 
player with decent size and it’s helped him win battles versus NHL 
players to go with his great skill and hockey sense. I thought his skating 
would prevent him from making a dent as an 18-year-old, but so far so 
good for the 2021 No. 3 pick. 

Cole Sillinger, C, Columbus 

If I didn’t expect the third pick of the most recent draft to make the NHL, 
it’s fair to say I also thought the 12th pick being a top-three center for 
Columbus seemed like a longshot. After a great camp, though, Sillinger 
seems entrenched in the Blue Jackets’ lineup. He and McTavish actually 
play similarly hence the similar rookie rating. Sillinger is very physical, he 
can shoot the puck and set up plays, but his skating might be the one 
challenge over the course of a full season. 

Michael Bunting, LW, Toronto 

Bunting is barely rookie eligible by two days and one game in a prior 
season. His hands, work level and hockey sense are very good. His 
skating has never been the selling point of his game, but he’s shown a 
consistent track record of being able to overcome his skating and have 
success versus pros. 

Vladimir Tkachev, LW, Los Angeles 

Tkachev just squeaks in under the age requirement. He is a very gifted 
puck handler who can make a lot of creative plays. He’s not that big or 
that gifted a skater for a small player, so I doubt he’ll have a huge season 
to really push to win the Calder, but with his age and pro experience, I 
could see a solid NHL campaign. 
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The Athletic / DGB weekend rankings: It’s way too early but we still have 
a top five, a bottom five and your second-favorite team 

 

By Sean McIndoe Oct 18, 2021 

  

We’re back. And as per tradition, we’re back way too early. 

The season isn’t even a week old. That’s too soon to know anything 
about anyone, which means it’s too soon to do power rankings. I mean, 
sure, we’re not doing them after three days like some people we could 
mention, but this is still pretty silly. 

So why bother? Two reasons. First, it’s fun. You can read my rankings 
now and think that I’m wrong, then wait six months until you find out that I 
was really super wrong. Then you can laugh at me. I’m told people enjoy 
that. 

But maybe more importantly, every once in a great while we really do 
learn something from the first few days of the season. Sometimes there 
is a very faint signal hidden in all of the noise; the challenge is to find it. 
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That’s the tricky part, and most of us aren’t very good at it. But that 
doesn’t mean it isn’t worth at least trying. 

These rankings have been running for close to a decade now, and some 
of you know the drill. If you’re new or could use a refresher, here’s the 
key thing you need to know: These rankings are trying to predict the 
future, which is a very different goal than looking for a snapshot of the 
present. We want to answer two questions here every week. We want to 
know which teams are most likely to win the Stanley Cup and which ones 
are the most likely to finish dead last. We do that by considering what’s 
happened in the last week, but we try not to overreact to it. If the Sabres 
beat the Lightning on some random Friday night, cool, that’s hockey. It 
doesn’t necessarily mean the Sabres shoot up the rankings. 

It’s a bit different than most of the many rankings out there, which tend to 
be more focused on immediate events. That’s a perfectly valid way to do 
it, of course, but it’s not what we’re going for here. If seeing a ranking 
where a team is ahead of an opponent who just beat them is going to 
bother you, this might not be your thing, because we try very hard not to 
overreact to single games or small samples. Remember: Big picture. 

Makes sense? Cool, let’s get to some way-too-early rankings that are 
going to end up being very wrong. 

Road to the Cup 

The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first franchise in 
three years to win a Stanley Cup that we have to admit probably counts. 

The story of University of Toronto goalie Alex Bishop was pretty cool. He 
didn’t get into the game, which was good news for the Leafs and maybe 
also for any Senators fans wondering if two years’ worth of David Ayres 
jokes were going to come back to haunt them. The Leafs only had to play 
a goalie short for one game before they could use an emergency call-up 
on Michael Hutchinson, so Bishop’s brief NHL career appears over, at 
least until he inevitably ends up starting a Game 7 for some reason. 

5. Carolina Hurricanes (2-0-0, +4 true goals differential*) — They took a 
lot of criticism for their weird offseason, and it wasn’t undeserved. But a 
big part of that was around goaltending, and a few more strong starts by 
Frederik Andersen will start to alleviate that. Getting a convincing win on 
opening night against their main competition for the top spot in the Metro 
also doesn’t hurt. 

4. Florida Panthers (2-0-0, +5) — Tell me if I’m wrong here, but it feels 
like the Panthers are this year’s team that we’re all kind of rooting for, 
right? 

They’re good and fun to watch, so you’re not hitching your wagon to 
some loser team. They haven’t won a playoff round in forever, so you’re 
certainly not front-running. Their main rival is the Lightning, and we’re all 
sick of seeing them win. And I’m not sure anyone’s ever met an annoying 
Panthers fan. Heck, anyone who’s still a die-hard after all these years is 
pretty much the most deserving fan you’ll ever meet. 

So be it resolved, the Panthers are everyone’s second-favorite team this 
year. Everyone on board? Cool, motion carried. 

3. Vegas Golden Knights (1-1-0, -3) — They struggled with the Kraken 
and got smoked by the Kings, and everyone is already banged up, but 
again it’s early and we’re not overreacting. That said, a big part of the 
optimism around the Knights has always been that we’ve all just penciled 
them in as the Pacific winners, so Edmonton looking as good as they 
have is at least worth keeping an eye on. We’ll get to see those teams go 
head-to-head on Friday. 

2. Tampa Bay Lightning (2-1-0, -2) — They’re the two-time defending 
champs, so we’re certainly not going to bump them very far down the 
opening-week list. But it was an uneven first three games for the 
Lightning, who got waxed by the depleted Penguins and needed 
overtime to win a wild one against the Red Wings before settling down 
against the Caps in a game that saw Nikita Kucherov leave early. 
They’ve got a .667 points percentage through three games, but so do 
their opponents. The NHL! 

1. Colorado Avalanche (1-1-0, even) — Everyone’s preseason Cup pick 
has looked OK so far, with a win over the Hawks followed by Saturday’s 
loss to the Blues. Not great, but nothing that would have us rescinding 
their status as overwhelming favorites in the Central, especially when 
they haven’t had Nathan MacKinnon in the lineup yet. 

By the way, anyone who had “kicked-in goals” on their bingo card for 
calls we’ll all be mad about early in the season, collect your winnings 
now. (I thought the Tyson Jost no-goal was the right call, but this stuff is 
always dicey.) 

*Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like the NHL does 
for some reason. 

Not ranked: Pittsburgh Penguins — Look, I warned you. 

Back in my preseason predictions, I showed my cards when it came to 
the Penguins. And my cards are this: I have no idea. None. Not with this 
team. I gave them the widest range of plausible outcomes in the league, 
anywhere from Stanley Cup champions to the bottom five. 

So no, I’m not getting caught up in a 2-0-1 start, even one that includes a 
very impressive opening night win over the Lightning as well as a short-
rest OT point against the Panthers and Saturday’s easy win against 
Chicago. Points in three games against good teams without Sidney 
Crosby or Evgeni Malkin is a heck of a start. It’s just not enough to get 
me on board with much confidence, just like an 0-3 start wouldn’t have 
convinced me they were in trouble. 

Still, it’s worth wondering how far the Pens can take this. They’ve got 
their next seven at home, and while it does bring some tough matchups 
(including a rematch with the Lightning), there’s an opportunity here to 
bank some wins in a division race where every point should matter. And 
once Crosby is back … well, we’ll see. Again, no idea. If any of you 
Penguins fans want to explain this team to me, I could use the help. 

The bottom five 

The five teams that are headed toward the best lottery odds and a shot at 
Shane Wright. 

Editors are important and can bail you out when you make an 
embarrassing spelling mistake. That’s always been true in sportswriting. 
It’s apparently also true when it comes to NHL jerseys. 

5. Chicago Blackhawks (0-2-1, -6) – I’ll start by acknowledging that this 
could end up feeling like an overreaction in a week or two. The Hawks 
were expected to be good – maybe not good good, but at least playoff 
bubble good. In their first three games, they have been … uh, not that. 

So is Laz right, and we’re already at a crisis point? Maybe not quite, 
because it’s still three games. But Marc-Andre Fleury has looked awful, 
Seth Jones hasn’t been much better, Jonathan Toews hasn’t had an 
impact yet, and if those three guys aren’t making a difference then you 
have to wonder how this team is any better than last year. 

So what now? We wait and see, I guess. There will be plenty of 
speculation about Jeremy Colliton, and I’d be plenty nervous if I was one 
of the 15 entries in the prediction contest that had him on their safe 
coaches list. But hey, it’s not like the Hawks have ever fired a young 
coach with less than 200 games under his belt just a few games into a 
season. That would never work. 

4. Columbus Blue Jackets (2-0-0, +7) – A 2-0-0 team in the bottom five? 
Yep, and they’re not the only ones, although we’ll get to that. Remember, 
we’re thinking long term here, and the Blue Jackets still look like the 
Metro’s cellar dwellers. Still, that doesn’t mean we can focus on the 
positive here, as Columbus gets Brad Larsen the first two wins of his 
NHL head coaching career, Max Domi looks like a player again and 
Patrik Laine reminds us of what he can do when he’s on. 

Sure, the wins came against an expansion team that didn’t have any 
players a few months ago and a Coyotes team that doesn’t have any 
players now. As we often say around here, you can only beat the teams 
that the schedule gives you. With the Wings up next, the Blue Jackets 
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have a solid chance to keep some momentum and make their case to not 
be on this list a week from now. 

3. Anaheim Ducks (1-1-1, +2) – The one caveat on all the doom-and-
gloom projections for the Ducks was whether John Gibson could get 
back to a level of play that matched his reputation. He looked great 
against the Jets, then sat out their next game after appearing to get hurt 
in a collision with Andrew Copp. Anthony Stolarz looked good on 
Saturday but this is clearly the big story for the Ducks, who won’t have 
much hope if Gibson isn’t dominating. 

2. Buffalo Sabres (2-0-0, +4) – Two games, two wins, one of which even 
came against a team that was vaguely trying. I’m not moving them out of 
a bottom spot based on those two games alone, partially because I’m 
mad that they couldn’t finish the Coyotes in overtime and make me look 
smart. 

That said, I’m just going to leave this here: 

Just for the fun, though, take a look at Buffalo’s first 11 games. They get 
the Habs, the Coyotes, all three California teams, the Red Wings, the 
Canucks, the Kraken, the Devils … they’ve got a puncher’s chance in 
each of those games, right? It’s not ridiculous to think they could fluke 
their way to seven or eight wins, at which point the whole hockey world 
goes “wait what” and the narrative of the Sabres being the ultimate 
underdogs is born. Everyone’s rooting for them, Eichel becomes the 
villain, momentum takes over and off we go. 

That was from my hope for the hopeless column a few weeks ago. I’m 
not saying, I’m just saying. 

1. Arizona Coyotes (0-1-1, -6) – We knew they’d be bad, but the season-
opening 8-2 loss to the Blue Jackets was embarrassing. They did earn a 
point in Buffalo, but they’ve got the Blues, Oilers and Islanders up this 
week, and the schedule the week after is even worse. This could be very 
ugly very quickly. If it isn’t already. 

Not ranked: Montreal Canadiens – You know what team I cheer for, so 
let’s just say I’m not going to write off the Canadiens after three straight 
losses. 

Still, it’s been a rough start for last year’s finalists, who currently sit as the 
only 0-3-0 team in the league. More concerning, they’ve scored just three 
goals, so you can’t just shrug about goaltending or whatever else. Other 
than Jonathan Drouin, nobody has looked all that dangerous, and the 
young dynamic duo of Cole Caufield and Nick Suzuki has started cold. 

It’s the Habs’ first 0-3-0 start since 1995-96, and I probably don’t have to 
remind Montreal fans of how that season turned out. This team isn’t that 
one, but with no Shea Weber and Carey Price’s status still unknown, the 
Canadiens don’t have a ton of ground to give in the Atlantic. 

The good news, such as it is, is that the upcoming schedule is very 
manageable. There’s one tough matchup this week when Carolina 
comes to town in the Jesperi Kotkaniemi homecoming, which should be a 
gong show. But other than that, the rest of their next eight is San Jose 
twice, Detroit twice, Seattle, San Jose and Los Angeles. That’s as close 
to a cakewalk as the parity era will ever serve up, so Montreal either gets 
right over the new two weeks or we get a reason to really worry. 

For what it’s worth, we’re not panicking on the Jets or Islanders, two 
contenders who’ve started 0-and-2. The Rangers haven’t looked great 
but we’ll give them a bit more rope, while the Predators look like who we 
thought they were. Meanwhile, the Flyers have only played once, but the 
Carter Hart comeback tour is not off to a great start. 

Will any of that end up mattering? Check back next week, when it will still 
be too early. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Rangers goalie shines in OT win over Maple Leafs in 
Matthews' season debut 

 

Luke Fox 

 

TORONTO — Auston Matthews and the Toronto Maple Leafs arrived in 
casualwear but were unable to take care of business — despite 
dominating the run of play. 

So superb was the 40-save performance of Igor Shesterkin, the New 
York Rangers goaltender became the first man to keep Matthews off the 
scoresheet in a season debut. And teammate Chris Kreider suggested 
the sport be renamed entirely. 

Remaining Time -2:11 

Rangers' Kreider on overtime win: 'Our goalie stole that one for us' 

“I think it’s no secret that our goalie stole that one for us,” said Kreider, 
coming up for air on the lucky side of a 2-1 overtime thriller. 

“Sometimes hockey should just be called goaltending in games like that.” 

True, the highly anticipated debut of the NHL’s goal-scoring champ was 
spoiled at home by the Maple Leafs’ first U.S.-based opponent in more 
than 19 months. 

And yet, Matthews could barely stop smiling afterward. 

Before slipping back into the crisp sneakers and T-shirt he walked in with 
on game night, Matthews glowingly spoke about teammates Jack 
Campbell and Michael Bunting. And he thanked an adrenaline rush for 
carrying his well-taxed legs through nearly 23 minutes of hockey. 

Back to the office — catch the thrill. 

Remaining Time -0:43 

Matthews felt the energy from Maple Leaf fans all game 

“It felt awesome, honestly. Just the energy. You can feel it throughout the 
rink. It’s pretty amazing. Obviously, we would’ve liked to get that second 
point. But just to be playing in front of fans again, it's quite a feeling. So, it 
was a lot of fun out there,” Matthews beamed. 

“I can definitely walk away happy with it had some good chances and 
good looks, and I think that's all you can ask for, especially just jumping 
right in. I felt pretty good.” 

New York’s own marquee star, Artemi Panarin, drove the dagger in a 
wild fourth period off a key offensive-zone draw won by Mika Zibanejad. 
The Breadman’s well-timed first of the season was punctuated by a triple 
high-step leap. 

Zibanejad, now blessed with nine years of contract security, got the 
Rangers on the board first with a blistering wrist shot. The centreman’s 
blast pinged the netcam so fast, video review was necessary to confirm 
that the puck indeed beat Campbell on its way in and out. 

For the third time in four games, the Maple Leafs dug themselves an 
early hole to crawl out. 

Bunting crashed the crease during a Morgan Rielly attempt early in the 
second frame to even the score at one apiece. 

"Whether he is scoring or not, he is competing at a very high level," 
coach Sheldon Keefe said of the instant fan favourite. 

"He is engaged in the game, and he is engaged in every shift. He wants 
to score. Of course, everybody wants to score, but it is very obvious — it 
is apparent — that he is putting himself out there. He is not afraid to go to 
the areas where a goal is more likely to happen. He is in the fight every 
day. That’s what I like about him." 
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There was plenty to like about the Leafs’ second period, as they outshot 
their American visitors 17-2, but Shesterkin was rock solid all night long, 
making 40 saves and improving his record to 2-0-1. 

“Igor, if not for him, I don't want to even imagine what would happen,” 
Zibanejad said. 

Thrice the Maple Leafs loaded up their new-look power-play. William 
Nylander and Rielly clanged consecutive posts in one flurry. Still, the 
high-skilled unit went 0-for-3 with the man-advantage. 

“Until the puck starts going in, there's not a lot to be proud of,” Rielly said. 
“But I think it’s right there. We just gotta push a little more and find it.” 

The good news: Matthews didn’t look the least bit rusty, which confirmed 
Rangers coach Gerard Gallant's fears. 

The top centre was swiping draws at an 87 per cent success rate and 
generating chances aplenty in his 2021-22 debut. Matthews ripped a 
game-high 16 attempts and eight shots on net. He skated 22:53, and 
would’ve froze the clock in overtime were it not for Shesterkin’s heroics. 

“First game back, and he’s a force to be reckoned with,” Campbell said. 
“Just fun to watch.” 

The fun goes both ways. 

“I had a blast out there,” said Matthews, feeling the best kind of 
exhaustion. “I’m definitely going to sleep pretty good tonight.” 

That says a lot considering Shesterkin now has every right to cameo in 
Matthews’ nightmares. 

Fox’s Fast Five 

• Nick Ritchie has a total of four shots and, through four games, is still 
looking for his first point as a Leaf. For a first-line winger skating every 
night alongside Toronto’s best talent, it’s not enough to be just OK. 

Keefe is doing his best to deflect criticism away from the $5-million free 
agent signing: “He's trying to find his place on the line and how that 
works. That's something that takes some time.” 

• Forgive Keefe if he pulls some all-nighters this week trying to clone 
Michael Bunting. 

• When we first spoke with Nick Robertson at rookie camp this fall, the 
prospect was bullish on his chances of breaking through with a full pro 
season. 

“First off, I’m healthy, right?” said Robertson, who was hampered by two 
significant injuries in 2020-21. 

In his second game with the AHL Marlies this season, this happened 
Sunday: 

Robertson needed help off the ice and is out indefinitely with a lower-
body injury. That the Marlies recalled forward Jeremy McKenna from the 
ECHL on Monday is not a good sign. 

Horrible luck for a kid who badly wants to make good on his fabulous 
showing in junior. 

• Toronto’s fourth line looks vastly improved with Pierre Engvall subbing 
in for Mike Amadio, and Jason Spezza remains one of hockey’s greatest 
bargains. 

• A crowd 18,098 attended Scotiabank Arena Monday. For many 
reasons, the Maple Leafs are still awaiting their first sellout of the year. 
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TSN.CA / Matthews aims for another explosive start 

After winning his first Rocket Richard Trophy and finishing second in Hart 
Trophy voting last year, Auston Matthews is looking for more of the same 
this season. 

 

By Mark Masters 

 

The Leafs held an optional skate at Scotiabank Arena on Monday. The 
New York Rangers held a full skate.  

--- 

After winning his first Rocket Richard Trophy and finishing second in Hart 
Trophy voting last year, Auston Matthews is looking for more of the same 
this season.  

"Continue to have that consistency every single night," Matthews said 
when asked about the next step in his career. "It's hard to do it night after 
night, and that's why the best players are the best players. I don't want to 
say it's easy, but it's easier to be good for a week or a month, but it's 
really hard to be good night after night consistently, so that's really all I 
focus on." 

Matthews has consistently been a fast starter in the NHL. He has posted 
nine goals and three assists in five season-opening games.  

"I wish he wasn't coming back tonight," New York Rangers coach Gerard 
Gallant said with a smile. "He's a great player, one of the top players in 
the game ... hopefully he's a little rusty, but I don't expect that." 

Neither do the Leafs.  

"Unbelievable, as usual," said defenceman Rasmus Sandin when asked 
how Matthews looks in practice. "I mean, going against him, how he gets 
his puck with him, nothing's changed, really. He looks more than ready ... 
He's a very competitive guy. He always gives at least 100 per cent."  

Matthews potted 41 goals in 52 games last season despite not feeling 
100 per cent physically. He underwent surgery on his left wrist in August 
to repair the lingering issue. 

"I'm going to be rusty," Matthews said. "I'm just going to try and get out 
there and move my feet and play hockey and take care of the puck and 
just have some fun." 

The Leafs have only scored seven goals in three games so far and 
Sheldon Keefe warned his team not to take their foot off the gas just 
because Matthews is back.  

"Really, the challenge ... is for us to continue doing the things we're 
doing," the coach said. "We can't change anything with Auston coming 
back in." 

Matthews (199 goals in 334 games played) is poised to become the 
second-fastest player in Leafs history to score 200 goals behind only 
Charlie Conacher, who reached that mark in 317 games. Eighteen 
skaters in league history have scored 200 goals in 335 or fewer games 
with Alex Ovechkin (200 in 296 games) the only active player on the list. 

'Unbelievable, as usual': Expectations high as Matthews returns 

Like all of the Maple Leafs, Rasmus Sandin is excited to have Auston 
Matthews back and from what he has seen from him in practice, Sandin 
believes he looks more than ready to compete. 

--- 

Matthews will slot in beside good friend Mitch Marner, his linemate all last 
season, and newcomer Nick Ritchie.  

"Of course, we know the chemistry that Auston and Mitch have," said 
Keefe. "I expect that to be evident right away."  

Ritchie, Matthews and Marner have skated in four practices as a line, 
including on Sunday.  
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"Practice is one thing, but you don't play a great deal of five-on-five 
[work] in practice settings all the time so it will be a little bit different," 
Keefe acknowledged. "I'm anxious to see that group, that I've had in my 
mind all offseason, work together."  

"Chemistry's felt good," said Marner. "[Auston's] been skating with us the 
whole time and we've been doing line stuff, so we've felt good. It's just 
making sure that, first game, we're not being too reckless with that puck 
and we're making the right plays, plays that are available, but not forcing 
anything."  

Playing alongside centre John Tavares, Marner posted just one assist in 
the opening three games while Ritchie is still looking to get on the board. 
Despite a relatively quiet start, Keefe has faith that Ritchie can help fill 
the void created by the departure of Zach Hyman. 

"He's done a lot of underrated things," Keefe said. "When he gets the 
puck very often the next play is going to one of our sticks. That is an 
underrated, but extremely important piece to play with good players. He 
consistently is moving the chains and giving it to the good players and 
getting into good spots."  

Keefe also pointed out that Ritchie, who is still getting acquainted with 
the Leafs system and structure, posted a game high six hits on Saturday.   

"I think there's great potential for that line to be great," Keefe said. "I think 
Nick's got great potential there." 

'He's moving the chains': Keefe sees 'great potential' for Ritchie on top 
line 

With Auston Matthews back in the fold, Maple Leafs head coach Sheldon 
Keefe will finally be able to see him join Mitch Marner and Nick Ritchie on 
the top line. Keefe believes Ritchie is making his presence felt and he 
has great potential to do good things alongside skilled players like 
Matthews and Marner. 

--- 

Sandin is off to a strong start with a pair of assists, including a beautiful 
setup on the Wayne Simmonds ice breaker Saturday night.  

"Unbelievable," Simmonds marvelled. "I didn't do anything. I, honestly, 
just angled my stick and stood there." 

"This year, coming into the season, I felt more comfortable," Sandin said. 
"I know everyone better, know the system better and you chat more with 
everyone on the team too so that makes me very comfortable out there." 

Sandin has fired seven shots on net while averaging just under 17 
minutes of ice time through three games. He averaged 14 minutes and 
40 seconds of ice time in nine regular-season games last season.  

Sandin was the last regular on the ice at the morning skate as he put in 
some extra work on his shot. He describes his one timer as "up and 
down" and is focused on improving that shot, in particular. 

"It's something that I want to work on and use a little bit more and get my 
shots away quicker," said Sandin, who quarterbacks the second power-
play unit. "I'll need to use it a little bit more ... Sometimes it's the right 
opportunity to take a one-timer, sometimes it's not so just got to read it 
and be comfortable with taking them."  

Leafs Ice Chips: Sandin in a comfort zone; Holl returns 

The return of Auston Matthews will hopefully inject a boost to the Maple 
Leafs' offence but one player who has provided offensively for the team 
is Rasmus Sandin. Mark Masters has more. 

--- 

The Leafs will play an American opponent for the first time since Aug. 9, 
2020, when they dropped Game 5 to the Columbus Blue Jackets inside 
the playoff bubble in Toronto.  

"It's going to be great to hear two anthems again," Marner said with a 
smile. "It will be fun to play a different team than the six we've played for 
however many days."  

"It's been a long time," said Tavares. "You got to familiarize yourself with 
some of the players and some of the teams again." 

The return to the traditional 82-game schedule creates more work for the 
coaching staff. Keefe admits he didn't watch many games featuring 
American teams last year, because the Leafs only faced North Division 
opponents.  

So, what stands out about the Rangers?  

"Well, they're different," Keefe said. "That's new and nice. They're a good 
team that's got a good balance of established and veteran NHL players, 
but also young guys that are very talented and skilled." 

The Leafs haven't faced the Rangers since losing 5-3 at Madison Square 
Garden on Feb. 5, 2020. Matthews scored twice that night. Since then, 
New York has changed coaches with Gallant replacing David Quinn.   

Keefe pointed out that Gallant has already put his stamp on the club.  

"Forecheck and pressure is a big part of it, attack at the net, those are 
the things that stand out to me in terms of difference in style to the 
Rangers teams I've coached against in the past," Keefe observed.  

'It's going to be great to hear two anthems again': Leafs excited for a new 
challenge 

After facing the same six teams for the last 14 months, the Maple Leafs 
are excited to finally face an American team and hear the Star-Spangled 
Banner again. 

--- 

After missing Saturday's game and Sunday's practice due to an illness, 
Justin Holl returned to the ice this morning and will be in the lineup 
tonight. Jake Muzzin, who missed Sunday's practice for maintenance, is 
also good to go.  

Timothy Liljegren, who made his season debut on Saturday, will be the 
odd man out on the blueline.  

The Leafs are looking to win their first three home games in a season for 
the first time since 2011-12.  

--- 

Projected Leafs lines for tonight's game:  

Ritchie - Matthews - Marner  

Bunting - Tavares - Nylander  

Kerfoot - Kampf - Kase 

Engvall / Spezza - Simmonds 

Rielly - Brodie  

Muzzin - Holl  

Sandin - Dermott  

Campbell starts  

Hutchinson  

Scratches: Liljegren, Amadio 

Injured: Mikheyev (broken thumb), Mrazek (groin) 

Rangers lines at morning skate:  

Lafreniere - Zibanejad - Kreider 

Panarin - Chytil - Goodrow 

Blais - Rooney - Gauthier 
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Hunt, Barron, McKegg, Reaves rotated 

Lindgren - Fox  

Miller - Trouba  

Nemeth - Lundkvist 

Shesterkin, Georgiev 

Note: Gallant doesn't officially name his starter 
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TSN.CA / Leafs ready to reconnect with the rest of the NHL 

The New York Rangers are in town, marking Toronto’s first regular-
season game against a team from outside of Canada in 18 months. 

 

By Kristen Shilton 

 

TORONTO — It's been 18 months since the Maple Leafs played a 
regular-season game against a team from outside of Canada. That 
streak halts today.  

Toronto's steady diet of the same six-club rotation officially ends with the 
New York Rangers paying a visit on Monday, a dose of unfamiliarity the 
Leafs are only too pleased to experience.  

“They're different. That's new and nice,” said coach Sheldon Keefe after 
the Leafs held a team meeting on Monday. “There's a lot more [that goes 
into it] because you're familiarizing yourself again. Since the last time I've 
coached against the Rangers, there's a different coach [in Gerard 
Gallant] and many different players, and you're just reconnecting with the 
strengths of their top players. There's time that goes into it for sure, but I 
think it's a welcome change for our staff.” 

And how. Not since March 2020, right before the NHL hit pause amid the 
COVID-19 pandemic, has the Leafs’ regular-season slate felt more 
normal. Toronto binged on all Canadian-based teams in last season’s 56-
game run, followed by a seven-game playoff series against Montreal. 
Then the Leafs opened this regular season with one tilt against the 
Canadiens and two against Ottawa.  

Now at last there will be another two-anthem night in Toronto. And when 
it happens, the Leafs will have their best player back in the lineup.  

Auston Matthews wasn’t fully recovered enough from his off-season wrist 
surgery to take part in Toronto’s first three games, through which the 
team complied a 2-1-0 record. It was clear by Matthews’ participation 
level in Sunday’s practice though that a return was imminent, which he 
subsequently confirmed.  

The NHL’s reigning Rocket Richard Trophy winner will now slide onto the 
Leafs’ top line with Nick Ritchie and Mitch Marner, causing a trickle-down 
effect of other changes. John Tavares will now be flanked by Michael 
Bunting and William Nylander, Alex Kerfoot moves from centre to wing 
on the third line with David Kampf and Ondrej Kase, and Pierre Engvall 
joins the fourth line with Jason Spezza and Wayne Simmonds.  

“[Having Matthews back] just makes us a deeper team,” Keefe said. “The 
challenge for us, or the opportunity, is to just continue doing the things 
that we were doing. You can't change anything with Auston coming back 
in. You know what he is to our team and what his presence means, but 
the individual [performances] and how we play doesn't change.” 

Having Matthews in the mix should give the biggest boost to Marner and 
Ritchie. So far, Ritchie remains without a point, and Marner has just one 

assist while averaging the second-most ice time (21:25 per game) on the 
team.  

It’s clear that line – previously centred by Tavares – has yet to pop, and 
Matthews should be the catalyst it needs.  

“They have looked very good when they've played together [in practice],” 
Keefe said of his newest trio. “We know the chemistry that Auston and 
Mitch have; I expect that to be evident right away. In terms of Nick in a 
game setting, practice is one thing but the games and reading off of each 
other when you're 5-on-5, so it'll be a little bit different there. But I see 
great potential.” 

Ritchie had a terrific pre-season for the Leafs, scoring three goals in their 
final two exhibition games but he hasn’t translated that offensive play into 
the regular season. However, there is more to Ritchie’s game that Keefe 
believes will benefit Matthews and Marner.  

“When he gets the puck, very often on the next play the puck is going to 
one of our sticks,” Keefe said. “That’s an underrated but extremely 
important piece of playing with good players. If the puck comes to your 
stick and the play dies and goes to the opposition, that's not a very good 
quality to have. He’s consistently getting [the puck] to good spots, and I 
think there's great potential for that line to be great and Nick's got great 
potential there.” 

During the preseason Ritchie also saw time on the Leafs’ top power play, 
where he scored two of those three goals. Jason Spezza had taken over 
there in Matthews’ absence the past three games, but there is truly no 
substitute for what the 24-year-old can bring - and no question the power 
play needed a major overhaul.  

The Leafs man advantage went on a well-documented spiral to the 
bottom of the league last season from mid-March onwards, and Toronto 
brought in assistant coach Spencer Carbery to address the problem.  

Keefe will finally have the power play look he intended on all along with 
Matthews’ return. 

“I'm anxious to see that group that I've kind of had to my mind all off-
season to work together and we'll see how that plays out tonight,” Keefe 
said. “The power play has been one area we wanted to improve in 
greatly. It was an increased challenge to do so with not having [Matthews 
in] pre-season games and even having very little practice reps with 
Auston's presence. We tried to mimic that, but we're looking forward to 
getting it together today.” 

If there’s any concern about a rusty Matthews following his long layoff, 
it’s not shared by teammates, who have been awed by his skills in 
practice.  

“He looks unbelievable, as usual,” said Rasmus Sandin. “Going against 
him, how he gets the puck with him, nothing has changed. He looks more 
than ready. It's frustrating sometimes [going up against him], but it's a lot 
of fun. He's a very competitive guy, he gives at least 100 per cent. He 
competes a lot, and he makes everyone better.” 
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TSN.CA / Stützle and his line look ready to explode 

Senators winger Tim Stützle is just 19 years old. If the NHL’s opening 
weekend is any indication, he’s already a problem for the rest of the 
Atlantic Division. Travis Yost has more. 

 

By Travis Yost 
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Senators winger Tim Stützle is just 19 years old. If the NHL’s opening 
weekend is any indication, he’s already a problem for the rest of the 
Atlantic Division. 

Ottawa’s third-overall pick from the 2020 draft is coming off an 
impressive rookie season, one in which he managed 29 points (12 goals 
and 17 assists) in 53 games. Transitioning to the highest professional 
level of competition is difficult for anyone; it is doubly so on a rebuilding 
team that finished in sixth place in the North Division. 

A year later, hope springs eternal in Ottawa. There are still tremendous 
questions about a ragtag blueline, and the Matt Murray/Anton 
Forsberg/Filip Gustavsson goaltending carousel hasn’t exactly sorted 
itself out, but there is little denying how much young talent is already 
filling out this lineup. And in their opening three games, no player has 
looked more poised to make a considerable jump than Stützle. 

The highlight-reel plays have been all over the ice, and head coach D.J. 
Smith hasn’t been shy with his ice time either. It’s very early, but Stützle 
is the most utilized player of a very short list of teenage players who have 
earned an NHL roster spot this season – an accomplishment in and of 
itself at his age: 

Stützle has played primarily with fellow winger Drake Batherson to start 
the season, centred by Josh Norris. It’s the most raw talent you are going 
to find on a line in Ottawa, and both Norris and Batherson are well on 
their way to establishing themselves as top-six options in their own right. 

But the playmaking from this line is, by and large, coming from the stick 
of Stützle on the wing. Smith and the rest of the Senators’ coaching staff 
want to see this line blossom into something explosive by the end of the 
year, but I also think you will see Ottawa continue to show interest in 
adding at the centre position. If Stützle is what Ottawa thinks he is, 
pairing him with a dynamic passer makes all the sense in the world. 

The good news is this young line is already showing they’ll be tough to 
handle for opposing defences around the league. Look at the splits the 
Stützle line posted through the first three games of the season: 

For the majority of the rebuilding years in Ottawa, the Senators spent 
most shifts in the defensive zone, unable to breakout against superior 
opposition and prone to defensive zone turnovers – the type of sloppy 
play that creates territorial disadvantages and negative goal differentials. 

Ottawa still has those problems in spots, but the top part of their lineup is 
starting to change that narrative. 

The Stützle line has looked superior to the opposition in three 
consecutive games, and that’s no small feat considering the competition 
he faced. Stützle’s most common defensive matchup over those three 
games included: 

-TOR G1: The Jake Muzzin/Justin Holl pairing 

-TOR G2: The Morgan Rielly/T.J. Brodie pairing 

- DAL G3: The Ryan Suter/Miro Heiskanen pairing 

Teams are already starting to show Stützle (and the Ottawa Young Guns 
line) some respect, dressing strong defensive competition against the 
trio. If nothing else, it makes the run-of-play dominance that much more 
impressive. 

This is one player you do not want to take your eyes off this season. 
Stützle and his line look ready to explode. 
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USA TODAY / NHL suspends San Jose Sharks forward Evander Kane 
21 games for violation of COVID-19 protocols 

 

Mike Brehm 

 

San Jose Sharks forward Evander Kane was suspended for 21 games 
without pay on Monday for violation of the NHL's COVID-19 protocols. 

The Associated Press reported earlier this month that Kane was being 
investigated about allegations that he submitted a fake COVID-19 
vaccination card. 

Using a fake vaccination card is illegal in the United States and Canada, 
and is against NHL rules. 

"I would like to apologize to my teammates, the San Jose Sharks 
organization, and all Sharks fans for violating the NHL COVID protocols," 
Kane said in a statement. "I made a mistake, one I sincerely regret and 
take responsibility for. 

"During my suspension, I will continue to participate in counseling to help 
me make better decisions in the future. When my suspension is over, I 
plan to return to the ice with great effort, determination, and love for the 
game of hockey." 

Said the Sharks in a statement: "While we are encouraged by Evander’s 
commitment to moving forward, we are extremely disappointed by his 
disregard for the health and safety protocols put in place by the NHL and 
the NHLPA. We will not be commenting further on Evander’s status prior 
to the conclusion of the NHL’s mandated suspension.” 

The investigation was the third recent one involving Kane. His estranged 
wife, Anna, had accused him on social media of gambling on NHL 
games, and the league cleared him of that. 

She also accused him of domestic abuse, and the league said Monday 
that those allegations could not be substantiated. 

One NFL QB rises as another raises questions 

Deion Sanders surprises former cameraman with full football scholarship 

College football overreactions: Big Ten can get two playoff teams 

Battle with Knicks for NYC is fine but Nets' bigger test is for NBA title 

College football Re-Rank: Cincinnati now No. 2 behind Georgia 

He had agreed to stay away from the team during that investigation. 

The COVID-related suspension will keep him out of the lineup until Nov. 
30 and cost him more than $1.6 million. 

Kane had filed for bankruptcy in January, citing $27 million in debts. He's 
in the fourth season of a seven-year, $49 million contract with the 
Sharks. 
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